
2017

All PACKAGES (3)

Appliances

Art & Hobby Supplies (6)

Books & Publications (73)

|___ Fiction \ Literature

       |___ At The Movies

       |___ Mystery & Crime

       |___ Romance

       |___ Science Fiction& Fantasy

       |___ Thrillers / Dramas

|___ Non-Fiction (73)

       |___ Biography & History (13)

       |___ Business & Money (3)

       |___ Cookbooks (3)

       |___ Fifty Shades of Grey Series (4)

       |___ Politics & Social Issues (5)

       |___ Reference (5)

       |___ Self-Improvement / Self-Help (27)

       |___ Steve Harvey (4)

       |___ Terri Woods (9)

Clothing (40)

|___ Activewear (20)

|___ Buttondowns

|___ FootWear (2)

|___ HeadWear (1)

|___ Ladieswear (16)

|___ Outerwear

|___ Sportshirts

|___ Underwear (1)

Cosmetics (28)

|___ Deodorant (4)

|___ Grooming (3)

|___ Haircare (3)

|___ Lotions & Oils (5)

|___ Makeup (7)

|___ Oral Hygiene (3)

|___ Soap (3)

Domestics (2)
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Electronics

|___ Audio

|___ Watches

Food (87)

|___ Beverages (6)

|___ Bread

|___ Buy Bulk & Save (5)

|___ Candy (12)

|___ Condiments

|___ Fresh Produce

|___ Fruits (7)

|___ Goya Products

|___ Home Cookin' (10)

       |___ Chef Terrance Brennan

       |___ Smart & Simple

|___ Kosher Items (7)

|___ Meats (5)

|___ Seafood (13)

|___ Snacks (15)

|___ Soups (2)

|___ Vegetables (5)

Housewares

|___ Bath

|___ Bedding

Materials

|___ Hosted

Music

|___ Blues/Jazz

|___ Country

|___ Gospel

|___ Hip-Hop

|___ Latin

|___ MixTapes

       |___ Hip-Hop

       |___ Instrumental

       |___ R&B / Soul

       |___ Reggae/Dancehall

       |___ Reggaeton/Latin

       |___ Rock / Pop

       |___ The Best Of...

|___ New Releases

|___ Promotional
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|___ R&B / Soul

|___ Reggae

|___ Reggaeton

|___ Rock / Pop

Publications

|___ Adult Content

|___ Audio Books

|___ Magazines

|___ Playaway™ AudioBooks

|___ Subscriptions

       |___ The UpNorth™ Subscription Center

Recreational (7)

Rikers Island

|___ Rikers Island Clothing

|___ Rikers Island Publications

       |___ Rikers Island Books

       |___ Rikers Island Magazines

|___ Rikers Island Stationery

Stationery  Supplies (18)

Tobacco

Utensils (7)

Inmate Services

|___ Bus Tickets

|___ UpNorth's ReverseCatalog

|___ zxcvURL Submissions

Services

|___ Express Shipping

|___ QBT#2

|___ Send Inmate Money

|___ Standard Inmate Legal Documents

       |___ Prisoner Pro Se Publications

       |___ Pro Se Forms

       |___ Start an Action - Forms Required

       |___ U.S.D.C Court Forms

|___ UpNorth Support Dollars®
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2017

 ---> All PACKAGES

SNACK Package

UpNorth Services offers a pre-selected variety of various snack products from your favorite Brand makers. The Snack

Package consists of the following: 

(1) Kellogg's® Strawberry Pop Tarts 3.57 oz

(1) Nabisco® Oreo Cookies 5.2 oz

(1) Nabisco® Fig Newton Cookies 6.5 oz

(1) Nabisco® Chips Ahoy Cookies 6.0 oz

(3) Combos Buffalo Blue Cheese Pretzel 1.80 oz=5.40 oz

(3) Combos Cheddar Cheese Pretzel 1.80 oz=5.40 oz

(2) Crunch 'n Munch Caramel Popcorn with Peanuts 3.5 oz=7.0 oz

(1) Frito's Original Corn Chips 6 pack- 1.0 oz  (6 oz)

(1) Dorito's Nacho Flavored Chips 6 Pack - 1.0 oz (6 oz)

 

$24.99

COSMETICS Package

UpNorth Services offers a pre-selected variety of various Cosmetic needs from your favorite Brand makers. The

COSMETICS Package consists ONE of the following:

(1)Vaseline® Petroleum Jelly 1.75 oz

(1)Madina Herbal Shampoo 12.0 oz

(1)Noxzema® Face Cream 6.0 oz

(1)JOHNSON'S® Baby Oil 3.0 oz

(1)Medina Almond Hand & Body Lotion 12.0 oz

(1)Medina African Black Soap 4.0 oz

(1)Arm & Hammer Deodorant with Natural Deodorizers 2.5 oz

 

 

$29.99
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ES-PK1

UpNorth Services STATIONERY Package

UpNorth Services offers a pre-selected variety of various STATIONERY SUPPLIES from your favorite brand makers. The

STATIONERY SUPPLIES Package consists ONE of the following:

(1)Mead® Composition Notebook: 100 pages 11.2 oz

(1)Mead® Filler Paper: 200 Sheets 24.0 oz

(1)Pink Eraser 1.0 oz

(1)Scotch® Magic Tape 4.3 oz

(1)Crayola&trade; Markers: 10 pack 4.4 oz

(1)Mead® Writing Tablet 7.3 oz

(1)Crayola&trade; Crayons: 24 Pack 4.6 oz

$19.99
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2017

 ---> Art & Hobby Supplies

Darice 2-Piece Perforated Plastic Mesh Plastic Canvas

Darice 2-Piece Perforated Plastic Mesh Plastic Canvas

Shrink wrapped with full color header and peggable. Compatible with all traditional cross stitch patterns and regular

embroidery. 8.25 by 11-Inch, Clear No 14.

$8.29

Red Heart Classic Yarn

Red Heart Classic Yarn, 4 oz.

The Red Heart Classic Yarn is great for beginners and advanced crafters. Great as a gift, it is perfect for someone

who loves crafts. Available Colors: Pink, White, Brown, Tan & Green

$4.29

Caron Simply Soft Yarn

Caron Simply Soft Yarn, 3 oz 

Caron Simply Soft Yarn is suitable for a variety of knitting projects. It is a lighter sport weight, making it a good choice

for baby items, socks, shawls and super-comfy afghans. It can be woven into designs using knitting or crocheting

needles. Colors Available:  Pink, Light Green, and White.

$4.29

Red Heart Super Saver Yarn

Red Heart Super Saver Yarn, 7 oz.

This medium weight has been America's bestselling yarn for over seventy years! Perfect for all knit and crochet

projects. Colors AVailable: Pink, Green, White, Tan, Brown.

$7.29

Crayola Water Color Pencils

Crayola Watercolor Colored Pencils, 12-Count

 These Crayola Watercolor Pencils in 12 assorted colors produce both the effects of watercolor and drawing with the

same medium. Add a few drops of water and blend to achieve watercolor effects and, for a dry effect, simply use them

in the traditional way, as a pencil. These pencils make ideal art supplies.

$5.79

Dritz 2-Piece Plastic Sewing Needles

Dritz 2-Piece Plastic Sewing Needles

Safe, blunt point, plastic needles ideal for sewing cards, for work on plastic canvas and for sewing sweaters and

knitted pieces together.

$6.79
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Non-Fiction ---> Biography & History

A Question of Freedom

A Question of Freedom: A Memoir of Learning, Survival, and Coming of Age in Prison

By: Dwayne Betts

At the age of sixteen, R. Dwayne Betts-a good student from a lower- middle-class family-carjacked a man with a friend.

He had never held a gun before, but within a matter of minutes he had committed six felonies. In Virginia, carjacking is

a "certifiable" offense, meaning that Betts would be treated as an adult under state law.

$17.99

Fences

Fences (Paperback) by August Wilson

Troy Maxson is a strong man, a hard man. He has had to be to survive. Troy Maxson has gone through life in an America

where to be proud and black is to face pressures that could crush a man, body and soul. But the 1950s are yielding to the new

spirit of liberation in the 1960s, a spirit that is changing the world Troy Maxson has learned to deal with the only way he can, a

spirit that is making him a stranger, angry and afraid, in a world he never knew and to a wife and son he understands less and

less.

 

$14.99

Inside a Thug's Heart by Angela Ardis

Inside A Thug's Heart (Paperback) by Angela Ardis

Rikers Island is the centerpiece of the New York City Department of Corrections, a sprawling prison city of concrete

and steel with housing for more than 16,000 inmates. Early in 1995, it was also the temporary home of legendary

rapper and actor Tupac Shakur, incarcerated for a crime he swore he did not commit. And it was there that Angela

Ardis, acting on a late-night wager among her friends and coworkers, sent a letter, along with a photo and her phone

number. To her utter delight and amazement, Angela's phone rang a short while later. Tupac Shakur was on the line.

 

$14.95

Orange is the New Black: My Year in a Women's Prison

Orange is the New Black: My Year in a Women's Prison By Piper Kerman

With a career, a boyfriend, and a loving family, Piper Kerman barely resembles the reckless young woman who

delivered a suitcase of drug money ten years before. But that past has caught up with her. Convicted and sentenced to

fifteen months at the infamous federal correctional facility in Danbury, Connecticut, the well-heeled Smith College

alumna is now inmate #11187&ndash;424&mdash;one of the millions of people who disappear &ldquo;down the rabbit

hole&rdquo; of the American penal system.

$14.99
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The Prison Angel

The Prison Angel: Mother Antonio's Life of Service in a Mexican Jail By Mary Jordan and Kevin Sullivan

The winners of the 2003 Pulitzer Prize for international reporting tell the astonishing story of Mary Clarke. At the age of

fifty, Clarke left her comfortable life in suburban Los Angeles to follow a spiritual calling to care for the prisoners in one

of Mexico's most notorious jails. She actually moved into a cell to live among drug king pins and petty thieves. She has

led many of them through profound spiritual transformations in which they turned away from their lives of crime, and

has deeply touched the lives of all who have witnessed the depth of her compassion. 

$17.99

Writing My Wrongs: Life, Death, and Redemption in an American Prison

Writing My Wrongs: Life, Death, and Redemption in an American Prison By Shaka Senghor

Shaka Senghor was raised in a middle class neighborhood on Detroit&rsquo;s east side during the height of the 1980s

crack epidemic. An honor roll student and a natural leader, he dreamed of becoming a doctor&mdash;but at age 11,

his parents' marriage began to unravel, and the beatings from his mother worsened, sending him on a downward spiral

that saw him run away from home, turn to drug dealing to survive, and end up in prison for murder at the age of 19,

fuming with anger and despair.

$14.99

From Pieces to Weight: Once Upon a Time in Southside

From Pieces to Weight: Once Upon a Time in Southside By 50 Cent

In the New York Times bestseller From Pieces to Weight, rap mogul 50 Cent, lifts the veil on his complicated life, from the

murder of his mother when he was twelve, to hustling on the streets; from the assassination attempt that nearly finished him to

his meteoric rise to the top of hip hop royalty.

$17.95
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Confessions of a Video Vixen

Confessions of a Video Vixen By Karrine Steffans

This memoir -- part tell all, part cautionary tale -- shows how Karrinne came to be the confidante of so many, why she kept

their secrets, and how she found herself in Hollywood after a life marked by physical abuse, rape, and drugs -- all before she

was twenty-six. By sharing her emotionally charged story, she hopes to shed light on an otherwise romanticized industry.

-Hardcover

$18.99

Are You There, Vodka? It's Me Chelsea.

Are You There, Vodka? It's Me, Chelsea

By Chelsea Handler

When Chelsea Handler needs to get a few things off her chest, she appeals to a higher power -- vodka. You would too if you

found out that your boyfriend was having an affair with a Peekapoo or if you had to pretend to be honeymooning with your

father in order to upgrade to first class. Welcome to Chelsea's world -- a place where absurdity reigns supreme and a quick wit

is the best line of defense.

$16.99

BMF The Rise and Fall of Big Meech and The Black Mafia Family

BMF The Rise and Fall of Big Meech and The Black Mafia Family

Two weeks after state and federal agents descended on the White House and a month after a high-profile club shooting left

Sean "P. Diddy" Combs's former bodyguard dead, Demetrius "Big Meech" Flenory was granted bond. It was an unusual move

in a double homicide, especially one that had grown so sensational. 

$19.99

I ain't Scared of You by Bernie Mac

I Ain't Scared of You: Bernie Mac on How Life Is by:Bernie Mac, Darrell Dawsey

Bernie Mac, the royal king of the Original Kings of Comedy, is salty and pissed off. The Chicago-bred performer has issues to

get off his chest, and he doesn't mince words when he lets loose. No surprise, his live appearances have earned him a

reputation as perhaps the truest voice of modern humor

$20.99

Life and Def by Russell Simmons

Life and Def by Russell Simmons

Legendary entrepreneur Simmons's career bio reads like a history of the hip-hop movement, from his first stint as a DJ and

promoter in the mid-1970s, through his cofounding of Def Jam Records and groundbreaking 1980s work with Run-DMC, the

Beastie Boys and Public Enemy, to his wildly successful cable showcase Def Comedy Jam and his fashion label Phat Farm.

But surprisingly, the tone of his memoir, written with accomplished author George (The Death of Rhythm and Blues), is rather

flat. 

$19.99
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Measure of a Man by Sidney Poitier

Measure of a Man by Sidney Poitier

In this unabridged memoir, Sidney Poitier recounts the inspring story of his rise from childhood poverty in the Bahamas to a life

marked by grace, success, and material and spiritual riches.

$16.99
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Non-Fiction ---> Business & Money

The Compound Effect

The Compound Effect: Jumpstart Your Income, Your Life, Your Success By Darren Hardy

No gimmicks. No Hyperbole. No Magic Bullet. The Compound Effect is based on the principle that decisions shape

your destiny. Little, everyday decisions will either take you to the life you desire or to disaster by default. Darren Hardy,

publisher of Success Magazine, presents The Compound Effect, a distillation of the fundamental principles that have

guided the most phenomenal achievements in business, relationships, and beyond. This easy-to-use, step-by-step

operating system allows you to multiply your success, chart your progress, and achieve any desire. If you&rsquo;re

serious about living an extraordinary life, use the power of The Compound Effect to create the success you want.

$16.99

Unshakeable: Your Financial Freedom Playbook

Unshakeable: Your Financial Freedom Playbook  (Paperback) 

by Tony Robbins

 

Overview:

After interviewing fifty of the world&rsquo;s greatest financial minds and penning the #1 New York Times bestseller

Money: Master the Game, Tony Robbins returns with a step-by-step playbook, taking you on a journey to transform

your financial life and accelerate your path to financial freedom. No matter your salary, your stage of life, or when you

started, this book will provide the tools to help you achieve your financial goals more rapidly than you ever thought

possible.

 

$21.99

Think and Grow Rich

Think and Grow Rich By Napoleon Hill

Napoleon Hill studied the characteristics of achievers and developed 16 "laws" of success intended to be applied by anybody

to achieve success. Think and Grow Rich condenses these laws further and provides the reader with 13 principles in the form

of a philosophy of personal achievement.

$12.99
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Non-Fiction ---> Cookbooks

Prison Ramen

A unique and edgy cookbook, Prison Ramen takes readers behind bars with more than 65 ramen recipes and stories

of prison life from the inmate/cooks who devised them, including celebrities like Slash from Guns n&rsquo; Roses and

the actor Shia LaBeouf.Instant ramen is a ubiquitous food, beloved by anyone looking for a cheap, tasty

bite&mdash;including prisoners, who buy it at the commissary and use it as the building block for all sorts of meals.

Think of this as a unique cookbook of ramen hacks. Here&rsquo;s Ramen Goulash. Black Bean Ramen. Onion Tortilla

Ramen Soup. The Jailhouse Hole Burrito. Orange Porkies&mdash;chili ramen plus white rice plus ½ bag of pork skins

plus orange-flavored punch. Ramen Nuggets. Slash&rsquo;s J-Walking Ramen (with scallions, Sriracha hot sauce,

and minced pork).Coauthors Gustavo &ldquo;Goose&rdquo; Alvarez and Clifton Collins Jr. are childhood

friends&mdash;one an ex-con, now free and living in Mexico, and the other a highly successful Hollywood character

actor who&rsquo;s enlisted friends and celebrities to contribute their recipes and stories. Forget flowery writing about

precious, organic ingredients&mdash;these stories are a first-person, firsthand look inside prison life, a scared-straight

reality to complement the offbeat recipes.

$12.95

Commissary Kitchen: My Infamous Prison Cookbook

Commissary Kitchen  (Paperback)

My Infamous Prison Cookbook

by Albert "Prodigy" Johnson

 

Overview:

Meals are perhaps the most important aspect of prison life. They keep inmates alive, both physically and emotionally,

as mess halls and common areas provide a level of social interaction in an otherwise lonely situation. Albert "Prodigy"

Johnson served three and a half years in prison, and during that time his focus was on his health&mdash;an almost

impossible feat behind bars, where many inmates often enter the prison system healthy, but leave with diabetes and

hypertension. Commissary Kitchen provides a deeper perspective of what it's like to consume meals in prison. While

recipes are provided, Prodigy and co-writer Kathy Iandoli also tell various anecdotes about situations in prison

involving food. Meal prep in prison is very limited, so while this work appeals to anyone who has served time or is

curious about prison life, it also speaks to those who prepare food with limited access to various cooking luxuries (such

as college students in dorms). While the work is informational, above all it humanizes the prison experience in a way

that has never been done before..

 

$22.29
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The Prison Cookbook

The Prison Cookbook  (Paperback)

A Cookbook for Prison Inmates Full of Delicious Recipes that You can Cook in a Microwave

by C.J. Green

 

Overview:

The central concept behind the Microwave Gourmet was to develop a list of recipes that all of us could use in a pinch

when we want a delicious meal, but are limited on time and materials. Cooking with microwaves is almost looked down

upon by chefs and professionals in food preparation. People seem to have a predisposition to assume microwave food

is fast and cheap... as if to prepare food in a microwave damns that food to be mediocre and unfulfilling.

We say, "You're just not cooking the right things!"

Well, we're about to change all that. These are some of the most tasteful and enjoyable recipes we have experimented

with and we think you'll really appreciate both the flavor and effortlessness of them.

 

$15.99
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Non-Fiction ---> Fifty Shades of Grey Series

Grey

Grey (Paperback)

Fifty Shades of Grey as Told by Christian

by E L James

 

Overview

See the world of Fifty Shades of Grey anew through the eyes of Christian Grey.In Christian's own words, and through

his thoughts, reflections, and dreams, E L James offers a fresh perspective on the love story that has enthralled

millions of readers around the world.

Christian Grey exercises control in all things; his world is neat, disciplined, and utterly empty&mdash;until the day that

Anastasia Steele falls into his office, in a tangle of shapely limbs and tumbling brown hair. He tries to forget her but

instead is swept up in a storm of emotion he cannot comprehend and cannot resist. Unlike any woman he has known

before, shy, unworldly Ana seems to see right through him&mdash;past the business prodigy and the penthouse

lifestyle to Christian&rsquo;s cold, wounded heart.  

 

$19.99

Fifty Shades Darker

Fifty Shades of Darker (Paperback)

by E L James

 

Overview

Daunted by the singular tastes and dark secrets of the beautiful, tormented young entrepreneur Christian Grey,

Anastasia Steele has broken off their relationship to start a new career with a Seattle publishing house.  But desires for

Christian still dominates her every waking thought, and when he proposes a new arrangement, Anastasia cannot

resist. They rekindle their searing sensual affair, and Anastasia learns more about the harrowing past of her damaged,

driven and demanding Fifty Shades. While Christian wrestles with his inner demons, Anastasia must confront the

anger and envy of the women who came before her and make the most important decision of her life.

 

$19.99
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Fifty Shades of Grey

Fifty Shades of Grey (Paperback)

by E L James

 

Overview

MORE THAN 100 MILLION COPIES SOLD WORLDWIDENOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE

When literature student Anastasia Steele goes to interview young entrepreneur Christian Grey, she encounters a man

who is beautiful, brilliant, and intimidating. The unworldly, innocent Ana is startled to realize she wants this man and,

despite his enigmatic reserve, finds she is desperate to get close to him. Unable to resist Ana&rsquo;s quiet beauty,

wit, and independent spirit, Grey admits he wants her, too&mdash;but on his own terms. Shocked yet thrilled by

Grey&rsquo;s singular erotic tastes, Ana hesitates. For all the trappings of success&mdash;his multinational

businesses, his vast wealth, his loving family&mdash;Grey is a man tormented by demons and consumed by the need

to control. When the couple embarks on a daring, passionately physical affair, Ana discovers Christian Grey&rsquo;s

secrets and explores her own dark desires.

 

$17.99

Fifty Shades Freed

Fifty Shades of Freed (Paperback)

by E L James

 

Overview

MORE THAN 100 MILLION COPIES SOLD WORLDWIDEFIFTY SHADES OF GREY IS NOW A MAJOR MOTION

PICTURE

When unworldly student Anastasia Steele first encountered the driven and dazzling young entrepreneur Christian Grey

it sparked a sensual affair that changed both of their lives irrevocably. Shocked, intrigued, and, ultimately, repelled by

Christian&rsquo;s singular erotic tastes, Ana demands a deeper commitment. Determined to keep her, Christian

agrees. Now, Ana and Christian have it all&mdash;love, passion, intimacy, wealth, and a world of possibilities for their

future. But Ana knows that loving her Fifty Shades will not be easy and that being together will pose challenges that

neither of them would anticipate. Ana must somehow learn to share Christian&rsquo;s opulent lifestyle without

sacrificing her own identity. And Christian must overcome his compulsion to control as he wrestles with the demons of

a tormented past.

 

$17.99
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Non-Fiction ---> Politics & Social Issues

Black Man, White House

Black Man, White House

An Oral History of the Obama Years

by D.L. Hughley

 

Overview

From legendary comedian, D.L. Hughley comes a bitingly funny send-up of the Obama years, as &ldquo;told&rdquo;

by the key political players on both sides of the aisle.

What do the Clintons, Republicans, fellow Democrats, and Obama&rsquo;s own family really think of President Barack

Obama? Finally, the truth is revealed in this raucously funny &ldquo;oral history&rdquo; parody.

There is no more astute&mdash;and hilarious&mdash;critic of politics, entertainment, and race in America than D. L.

Hughley, famed comedian, radio star, and original member of the &ldquo;Kings of Comedy.&rdquo; In the vein of Jon

Stewart&rsquo;s America: The Book, Black Man, White House is an acerbic and witty take on Obama&rsquo;s two

terms, looking at the president&rsquo;s accomplishments and foibles through the imagined eyes of those who saw

history unfold.

 

$26.99

Born A Crime

Born A Crime

Stories from a South African Childhood

by Trevor Noah

 

Overview

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER &bull; The compelling, inspiring, and comically sublime story of one

man&rsquo;s coming-of-age, set during the twilight of apartheid and the tumultuous days of freedom that followed

NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Michiko Kakutani, New York Times &bull; Newsday &bull;

Esquire &bull; NPR &bull; Booklist

Trevor Noah&rsquo;s unlikely path from apartheid South Africa to the desk of The Daily Show began with a criminal

act: his birth. Trevor was born to a white Swiss father and a black Xhosa mother at a time when such a union was

punishable by five years in prison. Living proof of his parents&rsquo; indiscretion, Trevor was kept mostly indoors for

the earliest years of his life, bound by the extreme and often absurd measures his mother took to hide him from a

government that could, at any moment, steal him away. Finally liberated by the end of South Africa&rsquo;s tyrannical

white rule, Trevor and his mother set forth on a grand adventure, living openly and freely and embracing the

opportunities won by a centuries-long struggle.

 

$27.99
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Cry, The Beloved Country

Cry, The Beloved Country (Paperback)

by Alan Paton

 

Overview

Cry, the beloved country, for the unborn child that is the inheritor of our fear. Let him not love the earth too deeply. Let

him not laugh too gladly when the water runs through his fingers, nor stand too silent when the setting sun makes red

the veld with fire. Let him not be too moved when the birds of his land are singing, nor give too much of his heart to a

mountain or valley. For fear will rob him of all if he gives too much."

The most famous and important novel in South Africa's history, and an immediate worldwide bestseller when it was

published in 1948, Alan Paton's impassioned novel about a black man's country under white man's law is a work of

searing beauty. The eminent literary critic Lewis Gannett wrote, "We have had many novels from statesmen and

reformers, almost all bad; many novels from poets, almost all thin. In Alan Paton's Cry, the Beloved Country the

statesman, the poet and the novelist meet in a unique harmony."

 

$16.99

Flags Of Our Fathers

Flags of Our Fathers (Paperback)

by James Bradley

 

Overview

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

THE TRUE STORY BEHIND THE IMMORTAL PHOTOGRAPH THAT HAS COME TO SYMBOLIZE THE COURAGE

AND INDOMITABLE WILL OF AMERICA

In February 1945, American Marines plunged into the surf at Iwo Jima&mdash;and into history. Through a hail of

machine-gun and mortar fire that left the beaches strewn with comrades, they battled to the island&rsquo;s highest

peak. And after climbing through a landscape of hell itself, they raised a flag.

Now the son of one of the flagraisers has written a powerful account of six very different young men who came

together in a moment that will live forever.

 

$19.50
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Change We Can Believe In by Barack Obama

Change We Can Believe In: Barack Obama's Plan to Renew America's Promise

At this defining moment in our history, Americans are hungry for change. After years of failed policies and failed politics from

Washington, this is our chance to reclaim the American dream. Barack Obama has proven to be a new kind of leader–one who

can bring people together, be honest about the challenges we face, and move this nation forward. Change We Can Believe In

outlines his vision for America. 

 

In these pages you will find bold and specific ideas about how to fix our ailing economy and strengthen the middle class, make

health care affordable for all, achieve energy independence, and keep America safe in a dangerous world. Change We Can

Believe In asks you not just to believe in Barack Obama’s ability to bring change to Washington, it asks you to believe in yours.

Biography

Barack Obama is the presumptive Democratic nominee for President of the United States. He is the junior U.S. senator from

Illinois and the author of The Audacity of Hope and Dreams from My Father. He lives in Chicago with his wife, Michelle, and his

two daughters, Sasha and Malia.

$15.99
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Non-Fiction ---> Reference

Dictionary of Legal Terms

Dictionary of Legal Terms (Paperback)

Definitions and Explanations for Non-Lawyers

by Stephen H. Gifis

 

Updated to include new terms and to incorporate recent changes in laws and judicial interpretations, this handy

dictionary:

Contains over 2500 legal terms defined in clear, easy to understand English

Translates &ldquo;legalese&rdquo; for the layperson

Includes hundreds of examples to illustrate the definitions

Is an ideal book for quick reference or to learn more about the law:

Non-lawyers will appreciate the way this book cuts through the complexities of legal jargon and presents definitions

and explanations that are easily understood and referenced. The terms are arranged alphabetically and given with

definitions and explanations for consumers, business proprietors, legal beneficiaries, investors, property owners,

litigants, and all others who have dealings with the law. Find definitions on everything from Abandonment and Abatable

Nuisance, all the way through to Zoning.

 

$14.99
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GED Test for Dummies

GED Test for Dummies (Paperback)

by Muarry Shukyn

 

Overview

Score higher on the GED with this easy-to-use guide

Having undergone an extensive update in 2014, the current GED test covers a lot of ground. In today's job

environment, earning a GED can give you an edge against the competition, whether it's to get a new job or advance in

the one you already have. If you're preparing for this important exam, GED Test For Dummies, 3rd Edition gets you up

and running on everything you can expect on test day, from overviews of the test sections to invaluable reviews and

test-taking strategies for all the subjects covered&mdash;and everything in between.

Inside, you'll find hands-on, digestible information for navigating your way through the Language Arts/Reading and

Writing Tests, Social Studies Test, Mathematics Test, and Science Test. Whether you're looking to perfect your

grammar and punctuation skills, get familiar with the types of fiction and nonfiction passages you'll encounter, take the

fear out of math and science, put the social in your studies, or answer multiple-choice questions with confidence, this

unintimidating guide makes it easy to score higher and pass this vital exam.

 

$19.99

Merriam Webster's Dictionary & Thesaurus

Merriam-Webster's Dictionary & Thesaurus (Paperback)

by Merriam-Webster Inc.

 

Two essential language references integrated into one handy volume with nearly 60,000 dictionary entries and nearly

500 new thesaurus entries added to cover new vocabulary.

 

$13.99

Roget's Thesaurus

Roget's Thesaurus

   From learning a new language to expanding your knowledge of the English language Kappa resource books have something

for just about everyone.

$9.00

Webster's® Spanish-English Dictionary

Webster's® Spanish to English - English to Spanish Dictionary

From learning a new language to expanding your knowledge of the English language.

$4.99
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Non-Fiction ---> Self-Improvement / Self-Help

Believing in Magic

Believing in Magic 

My Story of Love, Overcoming Adversity, and Keeping the Faith

by Cookie Johnson

 

In her powerful and inspiring memoir, Cookie Johnson, wife of NBA legend Earvin &ldquo;Magic&rdquo; Johnson,

shares details of her marriage, motherhood, faith, and how an HIV diagnosis twenty-five years ago changed the course

of their lives forever.

On November 7, 1991, basketball icon Earvin &ldquo;Magic&rdquo; Johnson stunned the world with the news that he

was HIV-positive. For the millions who watched, his announcement became a pivotal moment not only for the nation,

but for his family and wife. Twenty-five years later, Cookie Johnson shares her story and the emotional journey that

started on that day&mdash;from life as a pregnant and joyous newlywed to one filled with the fear that her husband

would die, that she and her baby would be infected with the virus, and that their family would be shunned. Believing in

Magic is the story of Cookie&rsquo;s marriage to Earvin&mdash;nearly four decades of loving each other, losing their

way, and eventually finding a path they never imagined.

Never before has Cookie shared her full account of the reasons she stayed and her life with Earvin

&ldquo;Magic&rdquo; Johnson. Believing in Magic is her very personal story of survival and triumph as a wife, mother,

and faith-filled woman.

 

$19.99
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The Audacity of Hope

The Audacity of Hope  (Paperback)

Thoughts of Reclaiming the American Dream

by Barack Obama

 

In July 2004, Barack Obama electrified the Democratic National Convention with an address that spoke to Americans

across the political spectrum. One phrase in particular anchored itself in listeners&rsquo; minds, a reminder that for all

the discord and struggle to be found in our history as a nation, we have always been guided by a dogged optimism in

the future, or what Obama called &ldquo;the audacity of hope.&rdquo;

The Audacity of Hope is Barack Obama&rsquo;s call for a different brand of politics&mdash;a politics for those weary

of bitter partisanship and alienated by the &ldquo;endless clash of armies&rdquo; we see in congress and on the

campaign trail; a politics rooted in the faith, inclusiveness, and nobility of spirit at the heart of &ldquo;our improbable

experiment in democracy.&rdquo; He explores those forces&mdash;from the fear of losing to the perpetual need to

raise money to the power of the media&mdash;that can stifle even the best-intentioned politician. He also writes, with

surprising intimacy and self-deprecating humor, about settling in as a senator, seeking to balance the demands of

public service and family life, and his own deepening religious commitment.

 

$16.99

A Child Called It

A Child Called It (Paperback)

One Child's Courage to Survive

by Dave Pelzer

 

Overview

This book chronicles the unforgettable account of one of the most severe child abuse cases in California history. It is

the story of Dave Pelzer, who was brutally beaten and starved by his emotionally unstable, alcoholic mother: a mother

who played tortuous, unpredictable games--games that left him nearly dead. He had to learn how to play his mother's

games in order to survive because she no longer considered him a son, but a slave; and no longer a boy, but an "it."

Dave's bed was an old army cot in the basement, and his clothes were torn and raunchy. When his mother allowed

him the luxury of food, it was nothing more than spoiled scraps that even the dogs refused to eat. The outside world

knew nothing of his living nightmare. He had nothing or no one to turn to, but his dreams kept him alive--dreams of

someone taking care of him, loving him and calling him their son.

 

$12.95
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Black Male Handbook

Black Male Handbook (Paperback)

A Blueprint for Life

by Kevin Powell

 

Author and activist Kevin Powell and contributors Lasana Omar Hotep, Jeff Johnson, Byron Hurt, Dr. William Jelani

Cobb, Ryan Mack, Kendrick B. Nathaniel, and Dr. Andre L. Brown tap into the social and political climate rising in the

African American community with this collection of essays for Black males on surviving, living, and winning.

The Black Male Handbook answers a collective hunger for new direction, fresh solutions to old problems, and a

different kind of conversation&mdash;man-to-man and with Black male voices, all of the hip hop generation. The book

tackles issues related to political, practical, cultural, and spiritual matters, and ending violence against women and

girls.

The book also features an appendix filled with useful readings, advice, and resources. The Black Male Handbook is a

blueprint for those aspiring to thrive against the odds in America today.

 

$18.50

Chicken Soup for the Prisoner's Soul

Chicken Soup for the Prisoner's Soul: 

101 Stories to Open the Heart and Rekindle the Spirit of Hope, Healing and Forgiveness (Paperback) 

by Jack Canfield

 

Overview:

Previously available only through free distribution to prisons, this life-changing book is the result of charitable donations from

sales of Chicken Soup for the Christian Family Soul and gifts from thousands of individuals.

 

$15.95

0

Ending Your Day Right

Ending Your Day Right (Hardcover)

Devotions for Every Evening of the Year 

by Joyce Meyers

 

Overview

Many people start their day off with a few minutes of prayer and Bible study, often with a devotion. But how many of

them take the time at night to spend a moment with God after their hurried bedtime prayers. This companion to

'Starting Your Day Right' asks for God's continued care throughout the night.

 

$17.99
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First Billion Is the Hardest by T. Boone Pickens

The First Billion Is The Hardest (Paperback)

Reflections on a Life of Comebacks And America's Energy Future

by T. Boone Pickens

 

Overview

It&rsquo;s Never Too Late to Top Your Personal Best.

Both a riveting account of a life spent pulling off improbable triumphs and a report back from the front of the

global-energy and natural-resource wars, The First Billion Is the Hardest tells the story of the remarkable late-life

comeback that brought the famed oilman and maverick back from bankruptcy and clinical depression. Along the way,

the man often called the &ldquo;Oracle of Oil&rdquo; shares the insights that have made him a legend&ndash;and

describes the billion-dollar bets he is now making in hopes of securing America&rsquo;s energy independence.

&ldquo;Sassy...breezes along...salted with earthy aphorisms.&rdquo;&mdash;Bloomberg.com

&ldquo;Boone&rsquo;s analysis of America&rsquo;s energy situation is 100 percent on the money....The country

should listen to him&ndash;now!&rdquo; &mdash;Warren Buffett, chairman and CEO, Berkshire Hathaway

 

$15.95

God Speaks to Me

God Speaks to Me (Paperback)

by Valerie Love

 

Overview

What if it were possible for you to hear God's voice clearly at all times in every situation, and to use that guidance to

move forward in the world more powerfully and confidently, with love, grace and ease? This inspirational collage of true

life stories features women who, through difficult and often tragic lessons, learn how to lead a life that is divinely guided

by listening to God's voice. The stories include a woman who was married to an addict, another whose 10-year

relationship with a married man comes to a heart-breaking and dramatic close, and the author's own story of triumph

over financial disaster.

 

$11.99
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How To Do Good After Prison

How To Do Good After Prison (Paperback)

by Michael B. Jackson

 

Overview

There are two types of barriers that can hinder an excon's successful re-entry into society. There are those created by

public policy and public attitude. However, in too many cases, there are also those barriers he creates for himself by

lacking a plan, the right attitude, or the personal commitment to see it through. "How to Do Good After Prison" is a

practical guide of advice, insight, and motivation to help ex-prisoners overcome the barriers and succeed after prison.

 

$21.95

How to Love and Inspire Your Man After Prison

How To Love and Inspire Your Man After Prison (Paperback)

A Prisonwife's Guide

by Michael B. Jackson

 

Overview

Who would be interested in this book?The hundreds of thousands of wives and partners of current, former, and future

inmates; families, friends and loved ones of current, former, and future inmates; criminal justice professionals; and

anyone interested in the corrections system and/or the betterment of society all will find this book indispensable. How

to Love and Inspire Your Man After Prison is the first definitive self-help guide for women in relationships with men in

prison and after prison. It is a potentially life-changing or life-saving manual with powerful insights, practical advice and

energizing inspiration.

 

$14.99
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How to Win Friends and Influence People

How To Win Friends and Influence People (Paperback)

by Dale Carnegie

 

Overview

YOU CAN GO AFTER THE JOB YOU WANT...AND GET IT! YOU CAN TAKE THE JOB YOU HAVE...AND IMPROVE

IT! YOU CAN TAKE ANY SITUATION YOU'RE IN...AND MAKE IT WORK FOR YOU!

For more than sixty years the rock-solid, time-tested advice in this book has carried thousands of now famous people

up the ladder of success in their business and personal lives. Now this previously revised and updated bestseller is

available in trade paperback for the first time to help you achieve your maximum potential throughout the next century!

Learn:

* THREE FUNDAMENTAL TECHNIQUES IN HANDLING PEOPLE* THE SIX WAYS TO MAKE PEOPLE LIKE YOU*

THE TWELVE WAYS TO WIN PEOPLE TO YOUR WAY OF THINKING* THE NINE WAYS TO CHANGE PEOPLE

WITHOUT AROUSING RESENTMENT

 

$17.95

Making Beats: The Art of Sample-Based Hip-Hop

Making Beats (Paperback)

The Art of Sample-Based Hip-Hop

by Joseph G. Schloss

 

Overview

Based on ten years of research among hip-hop producers, Making Beats was the first work of scholarship to explore

the goals, methods, and values of a surprisingly insular community. Focusing on a variety of subjects&mdash;from

hip-hop artists&rsquo; pedagogical methods to the Afrodiasporic roots of the sampling process to the social

significance of &ldquo;digging&rdquo; for rare records&mdash;Joseph G. Schloss examines the way hip-hop artists

have managed to create a form of expression that reflects their creative aspirations, moral beliefs, political values, and

cultural realities. This second edition of the book includes a new foreword by Jeff Chang and a new afterword by the

author.

 

$24.95
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MONEY Master the Game: 7 Simple Steps to Financial Freedom

Money Master the Game: 

7 Simple Steps to Financial Freedom  (Paperback) 

by Tony Robbins

 

Overview:

In his first book in two decades, Anthony Robbins turns to the topic that vexes us all: How to secure financial freedom

for ourselves and for our families. &ldquo;If there were a Pulitzer Prize for investment books, this one would win, hands

down&rdquo; (Forbes.com).

Tony Robbins is one of the most revered writers and thinkers of our time. People from all over the world&mdash;from

the disadvantaged to the well-heeled, from twenty-somethings to retirees&mdash;credit him for giving them the

inspiration and the tools for transforming their lives. From diet and fitness, to business and leadership, to relationships

and self-respect, Tony Robbins&rsquo;s books have changed people in profound and lasting ways. Now, for the first

time, he has assembled an invaluable &ldquo;distillation of just about every good personal finance idea of the last forty

years&rdquo; (The New York Times).

 

$17.99

0

Reflections On The Art Of Living

A Joseph Campbell Companion (Paperback)

Reflections on the Art of Living

by Joseph Campbell

 

Overview

Celebrated scholar Joseph Campbell shares his intimate and inspiring reflections on the art of living in this beautifully

packaged book, part of a new series to be based on his unpublished writings.

 

$16.99

Rich Dad Poor Dad

Rich Dad, Poor Dad (Paperback)

What the Rich Teach Their Kids About Money That Poor And Middle Class Do Not!

by Robert Kiyosaki

 

Overview

Rich Dad Poor Dad, the #1 Personal Finance book of all time, tells the story of Robert Kiyosaki and his two

dads&mdash;his real father and the father of his best friend, his rich dad&mdash;and the ways in which both men

shaped his thoughts about money and investing. The book explodes the myth that you need to earn a high income to

be rich and explains the difference between working for money and having your money work for you.

 

$12.99
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Serving Productive Time

Serving Productive Time  (Paperback)

Stories, Poems, and Tips to Inspire Positive Change from Inmates, Prison Staff, and Volunteers

by Tom Lagana

 

Are you or have you ever been incarcerated? Do you have a loved one in jail or prison? Do you work or volunteer at a

correctional facility? Have you ever been the victim of a crime? Do you understand that we all share the responsibility

of helping others&mdash;no matter who they are, where they live, or what they have done? If so, you understand that

incarceration affects everyone and that only through positive change can people begin to heal and grow.

In Serving Productive Time, you'll read about extraordinary people who are taking tangible steps to make positive

changes in their own lives and who are reaching out to help others do the same. Some stories will help you gain a new

perspective on those who are incarcerated. Some will help you understand the need to prepare inmates for release

and to support them afterward. Others will help you appreciate your freedom and remind you that we all make

mistakes. And still others will reaffirm the fact that, although many of us might be imprisoned in some way (either by a

limiting belief, illness, or other situation), we all need a helping hand at some point in our lives to lift us up and show us

the path to a new life.

 

$16.99

Stories of Faith & Courage from Prison

Stories of Faith & Courage from Prison  (Paperback)

by Jeffrey Peck

 

This inspirational book is a collection of true stories laid out in a daily format; one per day for 365 days. Each story will

tell about a work of God in the lives of those who have experienced some aspect of prison. A single scripture verse will

accompany each writing, pointing to the hope and truth found in God&rsquo;s word.

While incarcerated, many inmates spiritually hit bottom and come face-to-face with the choices they have made.

Thankfully, God uses Christian volunteers, prison chaplains, family members, outside friends, Christian pen pals, and

other inmates, to share His love and truth with the lost behind bars. Regardless of how they are offered hope,

inmate&rsquo;s testimonies, along with their daily walk challenges, are moving and inspirational.

 

$21.99
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Super Rich: A Guide To Having It All

Super Rich (Paperback)

A Guide To Having It All

by Russell Simmons

 

Overview:

The visionary entrepreneur and author of the New York Times bestseller Do You! delivers a powerful guide to spiritual

enlightenment.

Being "super rich" has little to do with living in a mansion and everything to do with living in a state of consciousness

where you are equally connected to the world and your highest self. While it can be easy to become sidetracked

chasing material wealth, the only worthwhile pursuit in life should be to find lasting, stable happiness.

 

$15.99

The 48 Laws of Power

The 48 Laws of Power (Paperback)

by Robert Greene

 

Overview

The New York Times Bestseller

Amoral, cunning, ruthless, and instructive, The 48 Laws of Power is the definitive manual for anyone interested in

gaining, observing, or defending against ultimate control.

In the book that People magazine proclaimed &ldquo;beguiling&rdquo; and &ldquo;fascinating,&rdquo; Robert Greene

and Joost Elffers have distilled three thousand years of the history of power into 48 essential laws by drawing from the

philosophies of Machiavelli, Sun Tzu, and Carl Von Clausewitz and also from the lives of figures ranging from Henry

Kissinger to P.T. Barnum. Some laws teach the need for prudence (&ldquo;Law 1: Never Outshine the Master&rdquo;),

others teach the value of confidence (&ldquo;Law 28: Enter Action with Boldness&rdquo;), and many recommend

absolute self-preservation (&ldquo;Law 15: Crush Your Enemy Totally&rdquo;). Every law, though, has one thing in

common: an interest in total domination. In a bold and arresting two-color package, The 48 Laws of Power is ideal

whether your aim is conquest, self-defense, or simply to understand the rules of the game.

 

$25.00
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The 50th Law

The 50th Law (Paperback)

by 50 Cent and Robert Greene

 

Overview:

In The 50th Law, hip hop and pop culture icon 50 Cent (aka Curtis Jackson) joins forces with Robert Greene, bestselling

author of The 48 Laws of Power, to write a &ldquo;bible&rdquo; for success in life and work based on a single principle:

fear nothing. With stories from 50 Cent's life on the streets and in the boardroom as he rose to fame after the release of

his album Get Rich or Die Tryin&rsquo;, as well as examples of others who have overcome adversity through

understanding and practicing the 50th Law, this deeply inspirational book is perfect for entrepreneurs as well as anyone

interested in the extraordinary life of Curtis Jackson.

 

$18.99

The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People

The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People (Paperback)

Powerful Lessons in Personal Change

by Stephen R. Covey

 

Overview:

In The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People, author Stephen R. Covey presents a holistic, integrated, principle-centered

approach for solving personal and professional problems. With penetrating insights and pointed anecdotes, Covey reveals a

step-by-step pathway for living with fairness, integrity, honesty, and human dignity -- principles that give us the security to

adapt to change and the wisdom and power to take advantage of the opportunities that change creates.

 

$19.99

The Compound Effect

The Compound Effect: Jumpstart Your Income, Your Life, Your Success By Darren Hardy

No gimmicks. No Hyperbole. No Magic Bullet. The Compound Effect is based on the principle that decisions shape

your destiny. Little, everyday decisions will either take you to the life you desire or to disaster by default. Darren Hardy,

publisher of Success Magazine, presents The Compound Effect, a distillation of the fundamental principles that have

guided the most phenomenal achievements in business, relationships, and beyond. This easy-to-use, step-by-step

operating system allows you to multiply your success, chart your progress, and achieve any desire. If you&rsquo;re

serious about living an extraordinary life, use the power of The Compound Effect to create the success you want.

$16.99
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The Power of Now: A Guide to Spiritual Enlightenment

The Power of Now (Paperback)

A Guide to Spiritual Enlightenment

by Eckhart Tolle

 

Overview

It's no wonder that The Power of Now has sold over 2 million copies worldwide and has been translated into over 30

foreign languages. Much more than simple principles and platitudes, the book takes readers on an inspiring spiritual

journey to find their true and deepest self and reach the ultimate in personal growth and spirituality: the discovery of

truth and light. In the first chapter, Tolle introduces readers to enlightenment and its natural enemy, the mind. He

awakens readers to their role as a creator of pain and shows them how to have a pain-free identity by living fully in the

present. The journey is thrilling, and along the way, the author shows how to connect to the indestructible essence of

our Being, "the eternal, ever-present One Life beyond the myriad forms of life that are subject to birth and death."

Featuring a new preface by the author, this paperback shows that only after regaining awareness of Being, liberated

from Mind and intensely in the Now, is there Enlightenment.

 

$14.99

The Purpose-Driven® Life

The Purpose Driven Life (Paperback)

What on Earth Am I Here For?

by Rich Warren

 

Overview

Translated into over 50 languages, The Purpose Driven Life is far more than just a book; it is a guide to a spiritual

journey that has transformed millions of lives. Once you take this journey, you'll never be the same again.

This new, expanded edition of The Purpose Driven Life, created for a new generation of reader, includes:

Video introductions by Rick Warren to chapters 1-42

An audio Bible study at the end of each chapter, with over 30 additional hours of teaching by Rick Warren.

Two new bonus chapters on the most common barriers to living a purpose driven life.

Access to an online community where you can discuss your journey to purpose, get feedback, and receive support.

 

$14.99
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When The Enemy Strikes

When The Enemy Strikes (Paperback)

The Keys To Winning Your Spiritual Battles

by Dr. Charles F. Stanley

 

Overview

Your enemy is strong. The battle is real. Prepare for victory.

Fear, discouragement, loneliness, anger, temptation. These struggles are common to every human. Yet not all

circumstances or negative emotions originate within. They could be the result of a willful, coordinated assault of Satan.

In When the Enemy Strikes, best-selling author Dr. Charles Stanley explores the often-overlooked reality of spiritual

warfare?the tactics used by Satan to taunt, confuse, slander, and harm. Your adversary wants to crush your will, delay

your promise, hinder your destiny, destroy your relationships, and lead you into sin. Dr. Stanley reveals how you

should respond.

The most important component of warfare, says Dr. Stanley, is the supremacy of God?both His sovereignty and His

power. Practically, this means the battles you face are ultimately allowed by God to bring you to a place of greater

reliance on Him. His strength crushes the enemy.

 

$20.95

The Art of Seduction

 

The Art of Seductionby Robert Greene, Joost Elffers, Joost Elffers (Produced by)

From the Publisher

This mesmerizing exploration of the most subtle, elusive, and effective form of power is a masterful analysis of

civilization's greatest seducers, from Cleopatra to JFK, as well as the classic literature of seduction from Freud to

Kierkegaard and Ovid to Casanova. Robert Greene once again identifies the rules of a timeless, amoral game and

explores how to cast a spell, break down resistance, and, ultimately, compel a target to surrender. Presenting the

timeless profiles of each type of seducer and the twenty-four maneuvers that will guide you step by step in the game of

seduction, The Art of Seduction is an indispensable primer of persuasion that reveals the timeless power of this

age-old art.

Author Biography: Robert Greene, author of The 48 Laws of Power, lives in Los Angeles. Joost Elffers is the producer

of the bestselling Secret Language series. 

-paperback

$25.00
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The Secret by Rhonda Byrne

The Secret by Rhonda Byrne

Hardcover From the PublisherFragments of a Great Secret have been found in the oral traditions, in literature, in religions

and philosophies throughout the centuries. For the first time, all the pieces of The Secret come together in an incredible

revelation that will be life-transforming for all who experience it. 

In this book, you'll learn how to use The Secret in every aspect of your life -- money, health, relationships, happiness, and

in every interaction you have in the world. You'll begin to understand the hidden, untapped power that's within you, and this

revelation can bring joy to every aspect of your life. 

The Secret contains wisdom from modern-day teachers -- men and women who have used it to achieve health, wealth, and

happiness. By applying the knowledge of The Secret, they bring to light compelling stories of eradicating disease, acquiring

massive wealth, overcoming obstacles, and achieving what many would regard as impossible.

$23.95
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Non-Fiction ---> Steve Harvey

Straight Talk No Chaser

Straight Talk No Chaser (Paperback)

How to Find, Keep, and Understand a Man

by Steve Harvey

 

In the New York Times bestseller Act Like a Lady, Think Like a Man&mdash;the basis for the #1 box office

smash&mdash;Steve Harvey gave millions of women around the globe insight into what men really think about love,

intimacy, and commitment. In Straight Talk, No Chaser, he zeroes in on what motivates men and provides tips on how

women can use that knowledge to get more of what they need out of their relationships, whether it's more help around

the house or more money in the joint savings account. Harvey also shares invaluable information on:

&bull; How to minimize nagging and maximize harmony at home&bull; Dating tips for women in their 20s, 30s, 40s,

50s, and beyond&bull; What men think about "intimidating women"

 

$16.99

Act Like A Lady, Think Like A Man

Act Like A Lady, Think Like A Man, Extended Edition  (Paperback)

What Men Really Think About Love, Relationships, Intimacy, and Commitment

by Steve Harvey

 

The #1 New York Times smash bestseller Revised and expanded with new material.

With over two million copies sold, Act Like a Lady, Think Like a Man has become a bestseller around the world. In

conjunction with its second movie sequel to be released this summer, Steve Harvey has updated his classic with new

advice and insights.

Whether it&rsquo;s why women should enforce a &ldquo;90-Day Probation Period&rdquo; before they give their men

sexual &ldquo;benefits&rdquo;&mdash;the way Ford motor company withholds medical and dental benefits until an

employee has been on the job for 3 months&mdash;or explaining to women why men would rather &ldquo;fix it&rdquo;

than talk about it, Steve Harvey&rsquo;s advice is always spot-on and laden with warmth and humor. But behind the

laughter is his sincere desire to help women understand men.

 

$16.99
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Jump

Jump  (Paperback)

Take the Leap of Faith to Achieve Your Life of Abundance

by Steve Harvey

 

#1 New York Times bestselling author Steve Harvey helps you engage the Divine Spirit within you to find your

life&rsquo;s desire and use your own imagination to make your life&rsquo;s vision a reality.

At the beginning of each broadcast of his morning radio show, Steve Harvey offers his millions of listeners a few

moments of spiritual advice to inspire and guide them. Fans love Steve&rsquo;s wisdom and often share his insightful

messages with friends and family. In this essential book, Steve expands on those daily words of wisdom by providing

fans&mdash;and anyone in need of spiritual support, comfort, or guidance&mdash;this heartfelt collection of spiritual

devotions.

Steve beautifully and thoughtfully explains what faith is and how it can work miracles in our daily lives. He also talks

in-depth about the power of human imagination and how we can use it to make our dreams come true. Steve believes

that no vision enters our minds without our ability to make it a reality.

 

$17.99

Act Like A Success, Think Like A Success

Act Like A Success, Think Like A Success (Paperback)

Discovering Your Gift and the Way to Life's Riches

by Steve Harvey

 

In his phenomenal #1 New York Times bestseller Act Like a Lady, Think Like a Man, Steve Harvey told women what it

takes to succeed in love. Now, he tells everyone how to succeed in life, giving you the keys to fulfill your purpose.

Countless books on success tell you what you need to get that you don&rsquo;t already possess. In Act Like a

Success, Think Like a Success, Steve Harvey tells you how to achieve your dreams using the gift you already have.

Every one of us was born with a gift endowed by our creator&mdash;something you do the best at with very little effort.

While it can be like someone else&rsquo;s, your gift is yours alone. No one can take it away. You are the only one who

can use it&mdash;or waste it.

 

$17.99
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Non-Fiction ---> Terri Woods

True to the Game III

True to the Game III (Paperback)

by Terri Woods

 

It&rsquo;s the groundbreaking urban saga that launched a New York Times Bestseller while chronicling a new

generation&rsquo;s any means-necessary struggle to conquer-and survive-the streets. Now #1 Essence bestselling

author Teri Woods delivers the explosive conclusion to the story begun in True to the Game&hellip;where the last

deadly hustle is trying to escape with your life. She&rsquo;s got millions of reasons to live. But Gena has just as many

enemies after her because of the stash she &ldquo;inherited&rdquo; from Quadir. The local crooked cops are

determined to silence her for good. Members of Quadir&rsquo;s crew are out to get more than what&rsquo;s theirs. A

vicious killer is methodically targeting Gena&rsquo;s family and friends in order to find her. And as she fights to stay

two steps ahead, she&rsquo;ll face the one enemy she never saw coming-a mysterious savior driven by

betrayal&hellip;and a love that may be the most dangerous weapon of all&hellip;

 

$14.99

True to the Game II

True to the Game II (Paperback)

by Terri Woods

 

OverviewTrue to the Game II will begin where True to the Game left off, with one difference, Gena is now seeing a new guy

named Jay. However, little does Gena know, but the man she has fallen in love with, so soon after Quadir&rsquo;s death, is

his archrival, Jerrell Jackson. Unfortunately, Jerrell is determined to get his revenge against Quadir&rsquo;s crew and

he&rsquo;ll start with Gena. However, he isn&rsquo;t the only enemy lurking. Gena has more than she bargained for in this

epic sequel to an American street classic and only true love can save her or possibly destroy her. Find out if she will survive

and get away with the fortune she found or if the millions she accidentally uncovered will destroy her life.  

 

$14.99
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True to the Game

True to the Game (Paperback)

by Terri Woods

 

Overview

True to the Game is considered a 'street classic' and for over twenty years has been in the hearts of its readers with a

story like no other. Gena the main character finds herself in true blue love with Quadir, a millionaire associated with the

cartel. Quadir is faced with combating the art of extortion and interception masterminded by the notorious Junior Mafia,

which reigns from the inner city streets of Philadelphia onto the pages of this book. Both Gena and Quadir find

themselves caught up in the vicious, yet seductive, world of drugs and money, only to find that success int his Game is

no easy win. There's no way out once you're in, and everyone in stays forever...TRUE.  

 

$21.95

Deadly Reigns III

Deadly Reigns III (Paperback)

by Terri Woods

 

Overview

Deadly Reigns III is finally here! And so are your favorite evil villains Damian, Dante and Princess Reigns.In this final

trilogy, the Old Ones will seek revenge for the death of Don Marcellino Pancrazio and will wage a war against the

Reigns family empire that will threaten the lives of everyone. Deadly Reigns III will take you on a fast-paced thrill ride

like never before into the past, into the present and into the future leaving you hanging on the edge of your seat. Dante

Reigns, Damian Reigns and Princess Reigns are in their truest form and stand united as they fight to save their family

and their empire. Will they survive one last battle? Or will they lose it all? Deadly Reigns III is a fabulous ending to a

classic mob story. It&rsquo;s exhilarating from start to finish, a captivating novel that will leave you breathless and

begging for more of America&rsquo;s favorite organized crime family, the Deadly Reigns.  

 

$19.99
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Deadly Reigns II

Deadly Reigns II (Paperback)

by Terri Woods

 

Overview

Damian, Dante and Princess Reigns, America&rsquo;s most notoriously violent crime family, is back. Except this time,

they&rsquo;re not at war with each other, they&rsquo;re at war with an enemy they can&rsquo;t see; an enemy who

has more political power than they and is backed by an even more powerful secret entity.Can they stand united and

survive a war waged against them by El Jeffe, the Commission, and the FBI? The family&rsquo;s only hope is in the

hands of the brother that despised them all, Dajon Reigns. Deeply inexperienced and totally out of his depth, Dajon

takes on the treacherous waters of the narcotics underworld as well as the high and mighty world of international

politics to save his family from complete and total destruction.  

 

$21.99

Deadly Reigns

Deadly Reigns (Paperback)

by Terri Woods

 

Overview

This is the story of the Reigns Family, a mob family that controls the streets and everything moving, it is their rise and

their fight to stay on top as the world&rsquo;s most notorious crime family.  

 

$19.99

Dutch 2: Angel's Revenge by Teri Woods

HE IS THE MASTER OF THE GAME. HE''S BUILT THE ULTIMATE EMPIRE. BUT HIS STORY IS ONLY

BEGINNING. NOW NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR TERI WOODS BRINGS YOU THE SECOND IN

THE SENSATIONAL DUTCH TRILOGY, WHERE ONE WOMAN WILL RULE DUTCH''S STREETS . . . OR DESTROY

THEM.DUTCH II: ANGEL''S REVENGEShe is the most merciless of his lieutenants, with style and skills that even the

hardest hustlers fear . . . and none survive. And with Dutch gone, Angel is fueled by a shattering vendetta and

methodically eliminating every successor, wannabe, and mobster trying to lead Dutch''s madly profitable organization.

The only person between her and ultimate control: One-eyed Roc-aka Rahman-Dutch''s other trusted lieutenant and a

man with his own zealous master plan. He and his crew are cleaning up the streets and righting his wrongs by any

means necessary. And he''s checkmating Angel''s strengths and playing her every weakness. Neither can stop. Neither

will give in. And they will never surrender Dutch''s lethal legacy, even though their last devastating power play could

destroy it all . . .

$19.99
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Dutch by Teri Woods

James Bernard Jr., a.k.a. Dutch, has become the most dangerous criminal in New Jersey. From his early skill as a car

thief, Dutch recognized the opportunity to rule the streets and he seized it. Feared by all, and completely fearless,

Dutch and his dangerous clique take over the lucrative heroin business of a local African drug lord. With both the

protection and respect of the Mafia, Dutch becomes the most terrifying force on the streets. District Attorney Anthony

Jacobs is determined to take down Dutch and his crew, and he''s confident that his witnesses will testify against them.

But a sudden turn of events will soon make the DA''s job harder than he imagined

$19.99

Dutch 3: International Gangster by Teri Woods

It's one month before Dutch's trial for what the media has deemed "the Month of Murder," Roc and Angel are locked

up, and Craze is now the commander in charge. After coming into contact with Joseph Odouwo, Kazami's very rich

and powerful relative, Craze is immediately on alert. However, Odouwo has other plans that may put all of their lives at

risk. Craze can't resist a stake in Odouwo's very successful billion-dollar diamond trade, and reluctantly takes Odouwo

up on his offer, hoping that he didn't make a decision he will soon regret.

$17.99
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Clothing
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Clothing ---> Activewear

Fruit of the Loom® Ankle Socks

Fruit of the Loom® Ankle Socks

Are manufactured in the USA from quality home spun cotton, with a very small amount of lycra for the "stretch" band

to hold your socks up. This quality all white sock will last and be comfortable for times to come. Available in a six (3)

pack. (ONLY Black Color Socks Permitted)

$7.69

Gildan Short Sleeve V Neck T-Shirt

Gildan makes some of the most popular T-shirts available in the world. More men turn to Gildan than just about any

other brand for everything from classic concert T-shirts to beloved undershirts.

White

V-Neck T-Shirt

Pack of 3

Made with 100% Premium Cotton

 Gildan Mens Short Sleeve V-neck T-Shirt 3 pack

$9.99

Hanes Mens Crew Neck T-Shirt

This Hanes Mens ComfortSoft White Crew Neck T-Shirt 3-Pack is the classics hanes tee and a perfect essential for all

men's wardrobes. Available Sizes: S-XL

100% preshrunk ComfortSoft cotton tee

Tagless comfort, no scratchy tag

Lay flat collar keeps its shape, guaranteed

Generous length stays neatly tucked

Hanes Mens ComfortSoft White Crew Neck T-Shirt 3-Pack

 

 

$12.99
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Hanes Big & Tall Men's Fleece Crew Neck Sweatshirt

Now this medium weight 7.8-oz Hanes Big & Tall Men's EcoSmart Medium Weight Fleece Crew Neck Sweat Shirt is

even better, because it's soft, durable fleece with reinforced two-needle stitching at neck and armholes for increased

durability.

Ribbed waistband and cuffs.

Also available in Regular Sizes Hanes Men's EcoSmart Medium Weight Fleece Crew Neck Sweatshirt

Environmentally responsible.

Available Sizes: 2XL-5XL

Hanes Big & Tall Men's Fleece Crew Neck Sweatshirt

$13.49

Hanes Men's Fleece Crew Neck Sweatshirt

Now this medium weight 7.8-oz Hanes Big & Tall Men's EcoSmart Medium Weight Fleece Crew Neck Sweat Shirt is

even better, because it's soft, durable fleece with reinforced two-needle stitching at neck and armholes for increased

durability.

Ribbed waistband and cuffs.

Also available in Big & Tall Sizes Hanes Men's EcoSmart Medium Weight Fleece Crew Neck Sweatshirt

Environmentally responsible.

Available Sizes: S-XL

Hanes Men's Fleece Crew Neck Sweatshirt

$12.79

Fruit of the Loom Men's White Crews

Try the New Reinvented Fruit of the Loom Men's White Crews, 3-Pack. This tee has been completely reinvented to

eliminate ride-up and stay tucked so you can go about your busy day with confidence. Available Size:S-XL

100% Cotton

Fruit of the Loom

White Crew Tee

Crew Neckline

Short Sleeves

Tagless

New Reinvented Tee! Fruit of the Loom Men's White Crews, 3-Pack

$12.99
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Hanes Long Sleeve Pocket Tee

Stay warm and comfortable with the Hanes Men's Tagless Long Sleeve Pocket T-shirt. This shirt is made from 100

percent cotton. 

100% cotton

Men's long sleeve t-shirt has a lay flat collar

All the comfort of Hanes with our famous tagless neckline.

Available in S, M, L and XL

Hanes Men's Tagless Cotton Long Sleeve Pocket Tee

 

 

$8.99

Hanes Nano Short Sleeve Pocket Tee

This Hanes Men's Nano-T Short Sleeve Pocket Tee provides classic style to any casual outfit. The lightweight cotton

jersey fabric is ultra-soft and offers easy care.

100% cotton

Lightweight and ultra-soft 

Tag-Free comfort

Available in S, M, L and XL

Hanes Men's Nano-T Short Sleeve Pocket Tee

 

 

$8.99

562M/AW-04

Jerzees NuBlend Crewneck Sweatshirt

 50% cotton/50% polyester. Ribbed spandex collar, cuffs and waistband. Coverseamed neck and armholes. Set-in

sleeves. 

*only available in White and Forest, and Maroon, Sizes: S-XL

 Jerzees NuBlend Crewneck Sweatshirt

$16.99

479M/MW-01

Anvil Long Sleeve Tee

Anvil Long Sleeve Tee. Preshrunk cotton. Taped neck, shoulder to shoulder. Ribbed sleeve cuffs. Double needle bottom

hem. Sizes available from S-XXL. Only Available in Forest Green and White Color

$15.29
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2930M

Fruit of the Loom A-Shirt

Our white Fruit of the Loom 3-Pack A-Shirts provide the ultimate in comfort. Made with super-soft ribbed 100 percent

cotton fabric that provides a contour fit.

100% Cotton, Contour Fit, Label-Free, Comes in sizes S,M,L, XL

Fruit of the Loom Men's White A-Shirts, 3-Pack

$12.49

3930P

Fruit of the Loom Pocket Tee

The Fruit of the Loom Platinum Big Mens Crew Pocket T-shirt is made with EverSoft ring spun cotton, these t-shirts

provide premium softness wash after wash. Plus, its tag free and comes in a variety of stylish colors. 

New! Fruit of the Loom Platinum Big Men's Short Sleeve Crew Pocket T-Shirt

5.2 ounce, mid-weight fabric that feels substantial, yet still soft

Fits generously through the body

 

$8.99

20230V

Fruit of the Loom V-Neck Tee

Enjoy the look and feel of the New Reinvented Tee! Fruit of the Loom Men's Tee. Completely reinvented to eliminate

ride-up, it stays tucked so you can go about your busy day with confidence. This men's V neck white tee is available in

a 3-pack, Avaialble Sizes: S-XL.

New Reinvented Tee! Fruit of the Loom Men's 3 pack White V-Necks:

No Ride-up, Stays Tucked

New 100% Eversoft Cotton Fabric

Tag Free for all-day Comfort

 

 

 

New Reinvented Tee! Fruit of the Loom Men's White V-necks, 3-Pack

 

 

$12.99
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7930M/MW-06

Fruit of the Loom® Crewneck Long Sleeve Tee

Fruit of the Loom Men's Crewneck Long Sleeve T-Shirt

100% Cotton Preshrunk Jersey

Long Sleeve

Crewneck

Sizes: S - 3XL

 

 

$9.29

5930M/MW-07

Fruit of the Loom® Short Sleeve Tee

Short Sleeve Tee. Preshrunk cotton. Seamless rib collar. Coverstitched collar and armholes. Taped shoulder to

shoulder. Double needle sleeve and bottom hems.

$7.99

8000M; 5000M/MW-09

Gildan Short Sleeve Tee

Short Sleeve Tee. Preshrunk cotton. Double needle top-stitched neckline. Taped neck and shoulders. Double stitched

waist hem. Premium Cotton.

Available Sizes: S-XL

 

 

Gildan Mens Classic Short Sleeve T-Shirt

$5.49

8400M, 2400M, MW-08

Gildan® Long Sleeve Tee

Long Sleeve Tee. Preshrunk cotton. Double needle top-stitched neckline. Taped neck and shoulders. Double stitched waist

hem. Available Sizes: S-XL

 

 

Gildan Mens Classic Long Sleeve T-Shirt

$8.49
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Hanes® Beefy Long Sleeve Tee

 

If you love our famous Beefy-T tee (and everybody does), you'll want to wear it year-round.

100% ring-spun cotton for exceptional softness and durability 

Premium high stitch density cotton, reinforced with fabric taping and double stitching

Lay flat collar

Shoulder-to-shoulder taping helps prevent raveling and rip-out

Hanes Mens Premium Beefy-T Cotton Long Sleeve T-Shirt

 

 

 

$12.99

5170M,5180M

Hanes® Beefy T Short Sleeve Tee

The Hanes Men's Beefy Short Sleeve T-Shirt is a comfortable, everyday basic to have in your wardrobe. 

100% cotton

Short Sleeve

Tag-Free comfort

Available in S, M, L and XL

Hanes Men's Beefy-T Crew Neck Short Sleeve T-shirt

 

 

$7.49

J-973M/AW-01

Jerzees Adult Sweatpants

Adult 50% cotton 50% polyester 8.0 oz sweatpant. four needle covered elastic waistband and inside drawcord. elastic

cuffs. no side seams. 

 

 

sweats are only available in Forest Green.

$18.99
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Clothing ---> FootWear

$49.99

Reebok© Classic

Reebok© Classic Leather

Classic. Clean. Stylish. The essential Reebok, these joggers are cooler than ever before. Smooth all leather upper

featuring perforation, overlay, and stitching accents, with Reebok logo side label and tongue label. Full lace up front

and a mesh fabric tongue. Cushioned collar and tongue, with a soft fabric interior. Cushioned terry cloth topped

removable insole. Shock absorbing running style midsole and a clean, classically styled traction outsole.

 

*Color and Style subject to availability*

$49.99

HS-04

Shower Flip Flop Slippers

These slippers are super-comfortable. Solid Colors Only. NO BLUE COLORS AVAILABLE. 

 

*Picture is for illustration and may not represent actual product. Color and  Style may vary and are subject to

availability*

$1.99
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Clothing ---> HeadWear

CTM® Cotton Baseball Cap

CTM Cotton Basic Lightweight Baseball Cap. A cushioned interior sweatband ensures a comfortable fit. The six panel

design is created into a low profile that looks great on everyone. One size fits most up to 23 inches. Available in Black,

Brown, Fuchsia Pink, Green, Khaki, Pink, Purple, Red, White, Yellow

Cotton Basic Lightweight Baseball Cap

Made of 100% Bio-Washed Twill

Pre curved brim measures 3 inch

Low profile 6 panel design is great to block sun and wind

One size fits most up to 23 inches

Sports, beach, pool, outdoors

Spot clean

CTM® Cotton Basic Lightweight Baseball Cap

$7.49
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Clothing ---> Ladieswear

HS-49

Hanes Short Sleeve Scoop Neck Tee

Hanes Women's Lightweight Short Sleeve Scoop neck T-Shirt is made with lighweight, super-soft cotton. Contoured

body provides a great feminine fit. Available Sizes: S-XLHanes Short Sleeve Scoop Neck Tee, 5.4 oz 

$9.99

Hanes Short Sleeve V-Neck Tee

The Hanes Women's Lightweight Short Sleeve V-neck T-Shirt is made with soft cotton. It has a tagless neck label for

added comfort. The women's short sleeve T-shirt will maintain a wonderful fit after it has been washed. Available

Sizes: S-XLHanes Women's Lightweight Short Sleeve V-neck, 5.6 oz

$9.99

Fruit of the Loom® Ankle Socks

Fruit of the Loom® Ankle Socks

Are manufactured in the USA from quality home spun cotton, with a very small amount of lycra for the "stretch" band

to hold your socks up. This quality all white sock will last and be comfortable for times to come. Available in a six (3)

pack. (ONLY Black Color Socks Permitted)

$7.69

Gildan Short Sleeve T-Shirt

Gildan Ladies Classic Short Sleeve Tee. Classic cotton tee combines comfort with a great fit. This tee is an essential

basic for every wardrobe. Available Sizes: S-3XL *Only Pink Available*Gildan Classic Short Sleeve T-Shirt, 5.4 oz 

$6.49

Gildan Short Sleeve V-Neck T-Shirt

Stay cool all season wearing this Gildan Women's T-Shirt. It's made of 100 percent cotton pre-shrunk, offering a

reliable fit wash after wash. Comes in white and pink colors only. Available Sizes: S-3XLGildan Classic Short Sleeve

V-Neck T-Shirt, 5.4 oz 

$6.49
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Fruit of the Loom Tank Style Sports Bra

The Fruit of the Loom Women's Tank Style Sport Bras help you to enjoy an active lifestyle with the support that you

need.

Fruit of the Loom Tank Style Sports Bra

Tank style

Full-coverage bra

Tag-free for comfort

Comes in sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 and 44

$5.98

Fruit of the Loom Tank Style Sport Bra

The Fruit of the Loom Women's Tank Style Sport Bras help you to enjoy an active lifestyle with the support that you

need.

Fruit of the Loom Tank Style Sport Bra, 3-Pack

2-ply stretch construction

Band around the bottom for a snug fit

Tank style

Full-coverage bra

Tag-free for comfort

Pack of 3 women's sports bras

Comes in sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 and 44

$16.99

U by Kotex Tampons Jumbo MultiPak

Anti-slip rubbery grip for perfect placement U by Kotex Security Tampons

U by Kotex Security Tampon Jumbo Multi-Pak include 14 Regular absorbency tampons, 18 Super absorbency

tampons, and 18 Super Plus absorbency tampons

The U by Kotex Security Jumbo Multi-Pack provides you with versatile protection for light and heavy flow days

Security Regular, Super, and Super Plus Tampons use cotton that naturally expands to fit your body

U by Kotex Security Tampons, Jumbo Multi Pak Regular/Super/Super Plus, Unscented (50 CT)

 

 

$10.49
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Best Fitting-Panty Cotton Stretch Brief

The Best Fitting Panty Cotton Stretch Brief offers an exceptional fit. You will stay comfortable all day long with this

stretchy brief. Made with a 100 percent cotton lining to keep it from shrinking, this lightweight panty offers the best of

both worlds.  Size 5-11.

Briefs

2-Pack

100% cotton lining

Covered waistband

Solid color, no decoration

Best Fitting Panty Cotton Stretch Brief, 2 Pack

$6.69

Just My Size-Women's Cotton Tagless Brief Panties

 Our most popular panty style now with a curve-enhancing fit! Natural 100% cotton, preshrunk for lasting fit. We

recommend panties be washed before wearing. Wear-tested by women like you. Available in a convenient 5 pack.

Size 9-14.

100% preshrunk cotton feels soft against your skin

Body conscious fit follows your curves without clinging

Tagless elastic waist flexes for constant comfort

Softly covered legbands won't dig, chafe, or ride up

Just My Size Women's Cotton Tagless Brief Panties 5-Pack

$14.49

U by Kotex Tampons

U by Kotex Click Unscented Plastic Tampons Regular - 18 CT

Starts compact.

Expands to full size.

Pull until you hear it click!

 Regular, Super, Super Plus Available

$5.79

BL-1001L

Bella Ladies Baby Rib Short Sleeve Tee

Bella Ladies Baby Rib Short Sleeve Tee 

5.8 oz. super soft 1x1 baby rib preshrunk combed ringspun cotton. 

 

$12.29
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1005L/LW-12

Bella Ladies Short Sleeve V-Neck Tee

Bella Ladies Short Sleeve V-Neck Tee, 4.3 oz

100% cotton  1x1 preshrunk combed ringspun cotton. Custom contoured fit. Side seamed. Available Sizes: S-2XL

$11.99

1441L

Anvil Ladies Ribbed Scoop Neck Tee

Anvil Ladies' 1x1 Baby Rib Scoop T-Shirt

Rib knit ringspun preshrunk cotton. Bound-on self trim neck and cap sleeve hems. Fitted silhouette. Side seamed.

Double needle bottom hem. 6.5 oz. Available Sizes: S-XXL

$11.79

1415L/LW-01

Anvil Ladies Ribbed Tank Top

Ladies Ribbed Tank Top

 

1x1 rib knit ringspun preshrunk cotton. Bound-on self trim neck and armholes. Fitted silhouette. Side seamed. Double

needle bottom hem.

$9.49

GL-2200L/LW-03

Anvil Ladies Tank Top

Ladies Tank Top

5.4 oz. preshrunk cotton. Bound-on rib trim on neck and armholes. Double needle hemmed bottom.

$10.49
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Clothing ---> Underwear

SK-01

Fruit of the Loom® Tube Socks

Fruit of the Loom® Tube Socks

Are manufactured in the USA from quality home spun cotton, with a very small amount of lycra for the "stretch" band

to hold your socks up. This quality all white sock will last and be comfortable for times to come. Available in a six (6)

pack. 

*Black and white Available*

$10.49
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Cosmetics
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Cosmetics ---> Deodorant

Dove Men+Care Clean Comfort Deodorant Stick

This clean-smelling Dove Men+Care Deodorant is designed to deliver 48 hour odor protection and freshness with a

subtle scent. Delivered in a convenient stick form. Alcohol Free. For best results, apply your Dove Men+Care Clean

Comfort Deodorant Stick to each underarm until the skin is covered in an even layer. Allow the deodorant to dry before

dressing.

Dove Men+Care Clean Comfort Deodorant Stick, 3.0 oz

$6.69

Mitchum Advanced Control Clean Control Invisible Solid Anti-Perspirant Deodorant, 2.7 OZ

Feel confident and smell fresh from day to night with the Mitchum Men Advanced Clean Control Anti-Perspirant &

Deodorant. This product promises maximum wetness protection that will keep you feeling dry and comfortable for up to

48 hours. This invisible solid deodorant comes on clear so it will not stain clothes. It is dermatologist tested and is

alcohol free.

Clean Control Invisible Solid Anti-Perspirant

Maximum wetness protection

Glides on dry 

$4.99

Toms of Maine Long Lasting Natural Powder Deodorant, 2.25 oz

The 2.25-oz Toms of Maine(r) Long Lasting Natural Powder Deodorant is a natural aluminum-free deodorant that uses

odor-trapping zinc and odor-fighting hops. This helps to deliver clinically proven 24-hour odor protection, keeping you

smelling fresh and clean all day long. This deodorant without aluminum uses no artificial fragrances or preservatives.

Toms of Maine Long Lasting Natural Powder Deodorant:

Clinically proven 24-hour odor protection keeps you smelling fresh and clean all day long

Antiperspirant without aluminum uses zinc and hops to fight odors

No artificial fragrances or preservatives

   Toms Long Lasting Natural Powder Deodorant 2.25 oz

$6.99

Arm & Hammer Essentials Fresh Deodorant with Natural Deodorizers

Arm & Hammer Baking Soda and natural plant extracts absorb and fight odor.

Paraben- and aluminum-free deodorant made with baking soda and natural plant extracts to absorb and fight odor.

Features a scent of sparkling citrus, fresh lavender and soft florals.

 

Arm & Hammer Essentials Fresh Deodorant 2.5 oz 

$2.99
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Cosmetics ---> Grooming

GA-02

Emery Board

Revlon Dual Sided Compact Emery Board  24 Count. 

Coarse brown side files and shapes

Fine beige surface smoothes nail edges for salon results at home

Strong and flexible for easy filing

Contains 24 high-quality board 

Revlon Dual Sided Compact Emery Board 1.43 oz

$3.99

GA-04

Toenail Clip

Curved blades with lever-action trim and shape toenails safely and easily with either hand. Contoured handle provides

a comfortable, controlled grip.

$1.99

GA-03

TRIM Deluxe Fingernail Clip

For over 70 years, TRIM has been providing personal care tools of quality and value with the focus on improving the

lives of the world?s consumers

precision ground cutting edges provide clean even cut

 Quality steel for long lasting performance

TRIM Deluxe Nail Clipper

$2.49
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Cosmetics ---> Haircare

M9-CS

Madina® Herbal Shampoo Deep Cleansing

 Madina® Herbal Shampoo Deep Cleansing 12 Fl Oz.

 Madina Herbal Shampoo cleans, treats and nurtures the hair and scalp. Herbal and botanical extracts help stumulate

cell renewal of the hair follicles, regulate oil secretion and increase circulation to leave your hair smooth and refreshed

$5.49

Madina®  Shea Butter Shampoo Plus Conditioner

Shea Butter 2 in 1 Moisturizing Shampoo + Conditioner cleans and conditions hair in one easy step. Moisturises,

nourishes and smooths dry, damaged hair.

Shea Butter 2 in 1 Shampoo & Conditioner 12.0 oz

 

$5.49

HC-04

Alberto VO5® Shampoo

Alberto VO5® Shampoo

  Contains an exclusive 5 Vitamin Complex to gently cleanse all hair types, leaving hair manageable and

healthy-looking. 12.5 oz bottle

$1.99
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Cosmetics ---> Lotions & Oils

Johnson's® Baby Oil, 14 Fl. Oz

JOHNSON'S Baby Oil locks in up to 10 times more moisture for baby-soft skin. Formulated to help moisturize babies'

delicate skin and great for relieving your dry, rough patches, this baby oil is a clinically proven mild and gentle formula

for your skin.  

Johnson's Baby Oil, 14 Fl. Oz

 

 

$5.79

LO-01

Johnson's® Baby Oil

Johnson's® Baby Oil 3.0 oz

Moisturizes baby's delicate skin and helps protect from dryness, Pure mineral oil forms a silky barrier to help prevent

excess moisture loss. Clinically proven to be gentle and mild, Allergy and dermatologist-tested. Effective on adult skin

too. Wt: 3.0 oz

$2.95

Madina Almond Hand & Body Lotion

A fortified face & hand, non-greasy lotion that helps to heal leaving skin feeling soft and smooth. Enriched with a blend

of Almond, Vitami E, Cocoa Butter, Shea Butter, Olive Oil, Jojoba Oil with herbal and botanical properties it helps

restore and control the essential moisture balance it also soothes and softens dry, irritated chapped skin.

Medina Almond Hand & Body Lotion 8.0 oz

$3.99

Madina Hand & Body Lotion

Madina Hand & Body Lotion

A fortified face & hand, non-greasy lotion that helps to heal leaving skin feeling soft and smooth. Enriched with a blend

of Cocoa Butter, Shea Butter, Olive Oil, Jojoba Oil with herbal and botanical properties it helps restore and control the

essential moisture balance it also soothes and softens dry, irritated chapped skin.

Hand & Body Lotion 8.0 oz

$2.99

LO-03

Madina Shea Butter Lotion

Madina's natural Shea Butter lotion is a unique formula that helps heal, leaving skin feeling smooth and soft.

Enriched with natural Shea Butter and Vitamin E, it helps restore and control essential moisture balance and it

improves skins' texture for a healthy feel and look.

Shea Butter Lotion 8.0 oz

$3.99
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Cosmetics ---> Makeup

e.l.f. Wine Matte Lip Color

The e.l.f. Cosmetics Matte Lip Color's convenient jumbo-sized lip pencil is easy to hold on to and creates an exact

color application.  This luxurious lip stain comes in a variety of colors making it easy to find the ideal shade.

e.l.f. Cosmetics Matte Lip Color:

Creates exact color application with twist up ease

Pigment-rich color glides on effortlessly and easily

e.l.f. matte lip color, 0.06 oz moisturizes and hydrates for beautiful, healthy-looking lips

Available in Natural, Praline, Rich red, Tea rose and Wine

$4.49

e.l.f. Concealer, Ivory

The e.l.f. Cosmetics Ivory Concealer is ideal for lighter skin tones. It helps cover up dark eye bags, spots, acne and

many other blemishes. The concealer is lightweight and looks natural against your skin for a lovely and subtle look. It

stays on well for a long time so you can rest assured of protection.

e.l.f. Cosmetics Concealer, Ivory:

Conceal acne spots, discoloration, under-eye darkness

Creamy, lightweight texture blends evenly

Natural full coverage that lasts

0.12 oz e.l.f. Cosmetics Concealer

$4.49

e.l.f-Flawless Face Powder, Ivory

This matte face powder has proven clarifiers to absorb oil on contact, creating a beautiful finish. Included in this

compact is a face puff for easy application. You can wear it alone or with your other favorite e.l.f. face products for

naturally smooth and flawless-looking skin. 

Create a perfect finish

Blends evenly into skin

Matte finish

 

e.l.f-Flawless Face Powder, Ivory, 0.18 oz

$3.29

E.L.F - Classy Essential Lipstick

Indulge your lips with long lasting color and shine. The moisture rich formula hydrates, conditions and softens on

contact for silky smooth lips. Instantly beautiful, healthy-looking lips designed, formulated and tested by our

professional team of makeup artists. 

* Alcohol Free 

e.l.f. Classy Essential Lipstick

$2.00
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7707

E.L.F - Nostalgic Essential Lipstick

Indulge your lips with long lasting color and shine. The moisture rich formula hydrates, conditions and softens on

contact for silky smooth lips. Instantly beautiful, healthy-looking lips designed, formulated and tested by our

professional team of makeup artists. 

* Alcohol Free 

e.l.f. Nostalgic Essential Lipstick

$2.00

E.L.F Brightening Eye Liner

e.l.f. Brightening Eye Liner instantly brighten eyes for a healthy, radiant look. These liners glide on smooth without

tugging the delicate eye area. Pair with your favorite e.l.f. eyeshadows for gorgeous, defined eyes.

e.l.f. Brightening Eye Liner

Instantly brighten eyes for a healthy, radiant look 

Glides on smooth without tugging the delicate eye area 

Brightening eye liner

e.l.f. Brightening Eye Liner-Black, 0.04 oz

$1.99

e.l.f. Blush with Brush

Silky-smooth e.l.f. Blush with Brush melts into the skin, creating a beautiful, brightened glow.  A built-in mirror and

brush are included for convenient, flawless application.

Melts into the skin, creating a beautiful, brightened glow

Long-lasting

Built-in mirror and brush included

e.l.f. Blush with Brush, Shy, 0.21 oz

$1.99
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Cosmetics ---> Oral Hygiene

Colgate Extra Clean Toothbrush Value Pack, Soft, 3 Count

Colgate Extra Clean manual toothbrush is designed with circular power bristles to help remove tooth stains. Its

cleaning tip bristles effectively reach and clean back teeth and between teeth. It also has an easy-to-grip handle to

provide comfort and control while brushing. Remember to change your toothbrush every 3 months.

Colgate Extra Clean Toothbrush Value Pack, Soft, 3 Count:

Circular power bristles

Cleaning tip bristles

Helps remove tooth stains

Easy-to-grip handle

$4.49

Colgate Total 12HR Pro-Shield Mouthwash Peppermint Blast, 8.4 FL OZ

Colgate Total 12HR Pro-Shield Peppermint Blast Mouthwash.

24/7 protection.

Use 2x daily.

Germ protection even after eating and drinking

Colgate Total 12HR Mouthwash 8.4 oz

$4.49

Fixodent Antibacterial Denture Cleanser & Cleaner /w SCOPE! 36 Tablet Count

Fixodent Denture Cleanser plus Scope Ingredients

Your breath is fresh and smile is assured when you use Fixodent Antibacterial Denture Cleanser plus Scope

Ingredients. Its deep-cleaning formula provides optimal denture care by killing 99.9% of odor-causing bacteria while

helping to remove stains. Plus, it provides the freshness of Scope mouthwash so you always feel clean and confident.

 

Fixodent Denture Cleanser 

 

$7.99
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Cosmetics ---> Soap

SP-19

Madina® Antibacterial Soap

An advanced antibacterial, moisturizing bar soap that leaves skin feeling soft and smooth. Enriched with germ fighting

ingredients as well as a blend of herbal and botanical properties it helps not only restore moisture it also helps fight

everyday bacteria.

Antibacterial Soap 4.0 oz

$2.50

SP-01

African Black Soap with Aloe Vera

Coming to you from the villages of Ghana, this is the traditional African Black Soap used by people throughout West

Africa for centuries with the added benefit of Shea Butter and Aloe Vera. This is a 100% ALL NATURAL soap, which

contains NO animal fats or chemicals. The dark color of the soap is attributed to the drying, grinding and roasting of

cocoa pods and plantain peels, followed by the boiling of these ingredients with the addition of local plant oils. This

Shea Butter & Aloe Vera product is suitable for all skin types. African Black Soap with shea butter and aloe vera is a

cleanser providing a gentle and effective way to clean the body from head to toe. 

Madina Black Soap 3.5 oz

$2.49

SP-08

African Black Soap with Vitamin E

This black soap combines the ancient medicinal properties of Black Soap with the hydrating properties of Cocoa Butter

to help balance problem skin. Black Soap is also known as Anago Soap or Alata Soap in Ghana, and as Ose Dudu in

Nigeria. Black Soap contains palm ash, plantain peel extract, tamarind extract and papaya enzymes. This powerful

combination is traditionally used to treat eczema, acne, oily skin, psoriasis and other skin ailments. Now enjoy it with

Cocoa Butter and Vitamin E to help soften rough, dry skin; excellent for face, hand and body. 

Black Soap Vitamin E  3.5 oz

$2.49
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Domestics
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2017

 ---> Domestics

SR-02

iGo-Soap Dish

 Tough, Unbreakable Plastic. Keeps your soap secure.

$0.99

SR-03

iGo-Toothbrush Holder

iGo Toothbrush Holder, Keeps your toothbrush secure during travel

$0.99
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Electronics
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Food
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Food ---> Beverages

Kool-Aid Singles Cherry Mix

Mix up some fun! Sensible solution. 50% less sugar than regular Kool-Aid. Good source of vitamins c and E. Fun and

easy for to prepare. When prepared according to label directions. Try all the great Kool-Aid flavors! 

30 Calories per packet.

Add a packet to a 16.9-fl oz bottle 

Good Source of Vitamin C & E 

Fun and easy for to prepare

Kool-Aid: Cherry Drink Mix Singles, 12 Ct 6.6 Oz (12 Packets) 

$3.79

Kool-Aid Singles Tropical Punch Drink Mix

Mix up some fun! Sensible solution. 50% less sugar than regular Kool-Aid. Good source of vitamins c and E. Fun and

easy for to prepare. When prepared according to label directions. Try all the great Kool-Aid flavors! 

30 Calories per packet.

Add a packet to a 16.9-fl oz bottle 

Good Source of Vitamin C & E 

Fun and easy for to prepare

Kool-Aid Singles Tropical Punch Drink Mix, 12 count, 6.6 OZ (187g) Box

$3.79

CT-1

Country Time On The Go Lemonade Drink Mix

Enjoy tasty lemonade where you like with Country Time On The Go Lemonade Drink Mix. This 6.7-oz Country Time

Lemonade Mix comes with 10 packets. The individual packages are small enough to easily fit in a purse or travel bag

for refreshment on the go. 

35 Calories per packet.

Add a packet to a 16.9-fl oz bottle 

Great Source of Vitamin C 

Country Time On The Go Lemonade Drink Mix, 0.67 Oz - 10 Packets (6.7 oz)

$4.75
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Kool-Aid Singles Grape Drink Mix

Mix up some fun! Sensible solution. 50% less sugar than regular Kool-Aid. Good source of vitamins c and E. Fun and

easy for to prepare. When prepared according to label directions. Try all the great Kool-Aid flavors! 

30 Calories per packet.

Add a packet to a 16.9-fl oz bottle 

Good Source of Vitamin C & E 

Fun and easy for to prepare

Kool-Aid: Soft Drink Mix Singles Grape Unsweetened, 6.6 Oz (12 Packets) 

$3.79

BV-04

Café Bustelo Ground Coffee

Café Bustelo    The #1 selling Cuban coffee in the U.S. It is strong and powerful and will make one perfect colada. No

sophisticated espresso equipment needed to enjoy this one. NOT Instant

Wt. 10 oz

$4.98

15427/BV-05

Folgers® Instant Coffee

Folgers® Instant Coffee Wt. 8.0 oz

A convenient way to enjoy a blend of coffee beans, carefully roasted to give you the right balance of flavor, strength,

and character. Instantly satisfying. You could even try using hot milk instead of water with your Instant Coffee, for a

rich and creamy drink! 

$8.59
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Food ---> Buy Bulk & Save

blk-19

BULK  Jolly Rancher® Lollipops

BULK  Jolly Rancher® Lollipops

 Jolly Rancher® Lollipops are sweet, long lasting treats full of bold fruit flavor, with NO bubblegum that are sure to

make your mouth water. 

Box of 50

$21.49

blk-18

BULK Chick-O-Stick® JUMBO

BULK Chick-O-Stick® JUMBO 

Just imagine the best fresh-roasted Texas Grade A Jumbo peanuts - y'all know we roast our own, right? We take

these golden roasted peanuts, sprinkle them with salt while they're still warm, and grind them along with pure

granulated sugar in a patented process. Our experienced candy makers take this concoction and roll it into sticks that

are the perfect mix of peanuts and crunchy candy. Then, we make them that much better by dusting each

Chick-O-Stick with lightly toasted coconut. What we're left with is the most perfect candy on earth. It's kind of flaky,

kind of crunchy, kind of crispy, kind of chewy, and VERY peanutty.

Box of 24

$21.99

BULK Pringles® Varieties

BULK Pringles® Varieties

 

Do you have a taste for something tangy or a craving for a crisp with a kick? Explore the flavors of Pringles® to find

your perfect Pringles® fit.

 

1 of Each:

-Original-Sour Cream & Onion-Cheezums-BBQ-Salt & Vinegar-Ranch-Jalapeno

 

 

 

net wt. 42.0 oz

$15.99
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blk-01

BULK Snickers®

BULK Snickers®

Packed with roasted peanuts, caramel and milk chocolate, SNICKERS® brand handles your hunger so you can

handle, well . . . anything. 

6 candybars

Wt.  12.0 oz

$6.99

blk-02

BULK Twix® Cookie Bars

BULK Twix® Cookie Bars

A true original! Mix it up with its golden caramel, smooth chocolate and trademark cookie crunch. 

 

6 Candybars

12.0 oz.

$6.49
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Food ---> Candy

Nestle® Kit Kat® Wafer Bar

 

Nestle® Kit Kat® Wafer Bar

Light crispy wafers covered in creamy milk chocolate are a simple and sweet treat that complements your

light-hearted, positive approach to life.

$1.50

JOLLY RANCHER© Lollipops

 JOLLY RANCHER© Lollipops are sweet, long lasting treats full of bold fruit flavor, with NO bubblegum that are sure to

make your mouth water. 

Box of 50

$6.99

SC-48

3 MUSKETEERS®

 3 MUSKETEERS® Chocolate bar, 1.92 ozLight, airy and full of chocolate fluff, the original 3 Musketeers® Bar has

45% less fat than other chocolate bars.* It's the perfect way to reward yourself.

$1.25

SC-46

Butterfinger®

Butterfinger® Chocolate bar, 1.92 oz

BUTTERFINGER is a one of a kind crispety, crunchety, peanut-buttery candy bar! It is as popular as a dessert

addition, ice cream topping, or snack, BUTTERFINGER redefines the classic candy bar with its outrageous taste

sensation.

$1.25

SC-04

Crème Savers Hard Candy

Crème Savers are the first dairy based candy from the LifeSavers Company. Crème Savers are round, but have no

hole. Creme Crème Savers are doubly delicious because they have: 2 complimentary tastes in each flavor 2

ingredients. 

Wt.  1.5 oz

$1.29

SC-48

M&M'S®

M&M'S®

M&M'S® Milk Chocolate Candies were first manufactured in 1940, when Forrest E. Mars, Sr. formed the company in

Newark, New Jersey. His original idea was to offer chocolates with a sugar shell that could be sold throughout the year

and wouldn't melt during the summer. 

1 Bag

$1.50
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SC-17

MILKY WAY® Bar

MILKY WAY® BarThe original simple pleasure is as delicious as it is classic. 1 bar

$0.99

SC-08

Skittles®

Skittles®

A rainbow of bite sized pieces with the famous candy shell and chewy center they’re perfect on the go, to share with

friends, and to keep a party pumpin. 

Wt.  2.17  oz

$0.99

SC-07

Snickers®

Packed with roasted peanuts, caramel and milk chocolate, SNICKERS® brand handles your hunger so you can

handle, well . . . anything. 

Wt.  2.0 oz

$0.99

SC-18

Snickers®  Crunch

Packed with Crisped rice, crunchy peanuts, caramel and chocolate, SNICKERS®  brand handles your hunger so you

can handle, well . . . anything.

$0.75

Sour Patch Kids®

                     

Sour Patch Kids were originally called Mars Men, little aliens that were sold for one cent (U.S.) each. The product's

inspiration and design came at a time when UFO sightings were exciting the Western world. Invading aliens from Mars

were modeled into the shape of the product and specially coated with sour coating.The process of creating the

sour-coated soft candy was developed in the late 1970s, and this "alien" approach was the first candy to be tested with

it. It is believed that Frank Galatolie, then national sales manager of a distributor called Jaret, came up with the idea of

sour products in soft confectionery. Galatolie then developed the candy by having Canadian manufacturing colleagues

experiment with regular gummy products, adding a coating of sour sanding.

6- 2.0 oz package

$4.29

Welch's® Fruit Snacks

Welch's® Fruit Snacks Variety Pack

Naturally and artificially flavored, fat free fruit snacks in a 24 ct. variety pack. Varieties include: 6 Concord Grape, 6

Strawberry, 6 Mixed Fruit. 

(Pack of 18)

$10.49
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Food ---> Fruits

Del Monte Mango Pineapple in Plastic Cups

Del Monte Mango Pineapple, 4-4 oz in Plastic Cups

Serving up our garden's best: Sun - sweetened goodness: Sweet mangos and succulent pineapples are grown in the

world's best tropical soils and blended together in this delicious fruit medley.

 

$3.49

Del Monte® Diced Pears in Plastic Cups

Packed to capture the flavor and nutrients your family craves. Simply delicious. Delicious To Go: For breakfast,

on-the-go, or as a lunchbox favorite - a healthy way to add a little sweetness to your day.

Sun-sweetened goodness

Tasty nutrition--with no added sugar

Delicious to go

25% less calories and 65% less sugar than diced pears in light syrup

Del Monte No Sugar Added Diced Pears Bartlett Pears in Water, 4 oz, 4 count

$3.49

FT-02

Del Monte® Cherry Flavored Mixed Fruit in Plastic Cup

Great Taste & Only 70 Calories per cup. Indulge yourself with delicious Del Monte 70 Calorie Fruit. With this

convenient portion-controlled snack size, you know you are making a smart choice.

Peaches, pears, and cherries in light syrup with cherry flavor

Great Taste 

Del Monte® Cherry Flavored Chunky Mixed Fruit in Plastic Cups 4-4.0 oz

$3.49
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FT-10

Del Monte® Diced Peaches in Plastic Cups

A personal serving of delicious bite-size pieces of yellow cling peach packed fresh in naturally-flavored light syrup. Del

Monte peaches are picked at the peak of ripeness. 

100% Vitamin C. 

The ready-to-eat, Fruit Cup® snack.  

4 oz-4 pack

Del Monte California Diced Peaches Yellow Cling Peaches in Light Syrup, 4 oz, 4 count (1lb)

$3.49

FT-08

Del Monte® Mixed Fruit in Plastic Cups

A personal serving of delicious bite-sized pieces of peaches, pears and pineapple packed fresh in a naturally-flavored

light syrup.

100% Vitamin C, 

perfect for on the go, 

the ready-to-eat, Fruit Cup® snack. 

4 oz-4 pack

Del Monte Mixed Fruit Peaches, Pears & Pineapple in Light Syrup, 4 oz, 4 count (1 lb)

$3.49

DOLE® Mandarin Oranges in Plastic Cups

DOLE® Mandarin Oranges in Plastic Cups 4-4oz 

DOLE Mandarin Oranges are a convenient ready-to-eat product. Mandarin oranges are whole segments of Japanese

Satsuma oranges. Mandarin Oranges can add a refreshing sweet taste to cottage cheese or yogurt, green salads or

gelatin salads.

16 oz.

$3.69
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FT-03

DOLE® Tropical Fruit Salad Plastic Cups

DOLE® Tropical Fruit Salad in Plastic Cups 4-4oz

 

DOLE® Tropical Fruit Salad, Tropical Fruit Salad in pineapple and passion fruit juices. With no preservatives chunks

of pineapple and red and yellow papaya. No Sugar Added & Rich in Vitamin C!

 

Wt. 16 oz

$3.79
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Food ---> Home Cookin'

Hormel Chicken Alfredo Compleats

Great meal for one person, just pop into the microwave for one minute you have a great tasty meal ready to eat.

Hormel Chicken Alfredo Compleats 10 oz.

$3.29

Idahoan® Loaded Baked® Mashed Potatoes

Were sure you'll find many great uses for Idahoans Roasted Garlic Mashed Potatoes Cup, from snacks to lunch sides.

Made with 100% real Idaho potatoes.

Idahoan® Loaded Baked® Mashed Potatoes, 1.5 oz 

 

$1.79

Rice-A-Roni Cheddar Broccoli Plastic Cup

Now you can enjoy the great taste of Rice-A-Roni in convenient, single-serve cups that you cook in your microwave.

They are the perfect size for a mini-meal or side dish.

Rice-A-Roni Cheddar Broccoli Plastic Cup, 2.11 oz

$1.79

Hamburger Helper Cheeseburger Macaroni

Mix of macaroni, cheesy sauce, and ground beef. U.S. inspected and passed by Department of Agriculture.

Hamburger Helper Cheeseburger Macaroni Cup, 1.6 oz 

 

 

$1.79

Hormel Chicken and Noodles Compleats

Great meal for one person, has a great taste just pop into the microwave and within one minute you have a great tasty

meal ready to eat.

Hormel Chicken & Noodles Compleats, 7.5 oz 

$2.97
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Idahoan® Four Cheese Mashed Potatoes

The flavor of Idahoans best, now in an ultra convenient microwavable cup. Great for snacks and sides. 

Idahoan® Four Cheese Mashed Potatoes, 1.5 oz

 

$1.79

Idahoan® Roasted Garlic Mashed Potatoes

Were sure you'll find many great uses for Idahoans Roasted Garlic Mashed Potatoes Cup, from snacks to lunch sides.

Idahoan® Roasted Garlic Mashed Potatoes, 1.5 oz 

 

$1.79

Idahoan® Fully Loaded Peppered Bacon & Cheddar Mashed Potatoes

Fully Loaded Peppered Bacon & Cheddar mashed potatoes now thats bold! Cheddar meets bacon in a spicy,

flavor-filled union of awesomeness.

Idahoan® Fully Loaded Peppered Bacon & Cheddar Mashed Potatoes 1.5 oz. Cup

 

$1.79

Herdez™ Instant Chorizo Flavored Refried Beans Pouch

Ready in minutes, our beans feature authentic home-cooked taste & texture something you just don't get from a can.

Cooks in 5 Minutes!

Just Add Water

Herdez&trade; Instant Chorizo Flavored Refried Beans 5.6 oz. Pouch

$2.50

Herdez™ Instant Traditional Refried Beans Pouch

Ready in minutes, our beans feature authentic home-cooked taste & texture something you just don't get from a can.

Cooks in 5 Minutes!

Just Add Water

Herdez&trade; Instant Traditional Refried Beans 5.4 oz. Pouch

$2.29
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Food ---> Kosher Items

BUMBLE BEE Chunk Light Tuna

Light and chunky, this is the perfect tuna for sandwiches and casseroles. Available in a variety of sizes to

accommodate any recipe.

Bumble Bee Chunk Light Tuna 5.0 oz

 

$1.99

SC-27

Nabisco® Chips Ahoy

Chips Ahoy! is the number one selling chocolate chip cookie in the US.

Nabisco Chips Ahoy Cookies 6.0 oz

 

$2.50

sc-14

Caramel Crunch ’n Munch®

What is it about Crunch ’n Munch® that makes it the #1 selling sweet, ready-to-eat popcorn treat? Caramel Crunch ’n

Munch® is the pinnacle of light, fluffy popcorn, crunchy roasted peanuts, and a  rich caramel glaze.

 

Wt. 4.0 oz

$1.89

BV-04

Café Bustelo Ground Coffee

Café Bustelo    The #1 selling Cuban coffee in the U.S. It is strong and powerful and will make one perfect colada. No

sophisticated espresso equipment needed to enjoy this one. NOT Instant

Wt. 10 oz

$4.98

SC-22

Little Debbie Nutty Bars® Wafer Bars Singles

Classic crunchy wafer bars, full of the great taste of peanut butter enrobed in fudge. One of Little Debbie's first multipack

creations; twin-wrapped. 4 pack

$1.49
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SC-07

Snickers®

Packed with roasted peanuts, caramel and milk chocolate, SNICKERS® brand handles your hunger so you can

handle, well . . . anything. 

Wt.  2.0 oz

$0.99

SC-18

Snickers®  Crunch

Packed with Crisped rice, crunchy peanuts, caramel and chocolate, SNICKERS®  brand handles your hunger so you

can handle, well . . . anything.

$0.75
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Food ---> Meats

Rice A Roni Mexican Style

Our Fried Rice flavor, blends rice with Mexican seasonings to create a tasty side dish you will love. It's great all by

itself or serve it as the perfect complement to your favorite Mexican recipes.

 

Rice A Roni Rice & Pasta Mix, Mexican, 6.4 Oz

$2.00

Rice A Roni - Stir Fried Rice

Our Fried Rice flavor, now called Stir Fried Rice, blends rice, vermicelli, and Asian seasonings to create a tasty side

dish you will love. It's great all by itself or serve it as the perfect complement to your favorite Asian recipes.

 

Rice-A-Roni Fried Rice Rice Mix, 6.2 oz

$2.00

Nissin Chow Mein Chicken

Spicy Chicken Flavor Savory Sauce Chow Mein Noodles

Product Features

Savory sauce & restaurant quality noodles

Hot & spicy

5 minutes - microwavable

Microwave for full flavor

$1.59

Rice-A-Roni Chicken Flavor

Rice-A-Roni Chicken Flavor Rice combined with cut vermicelli with chicken seasoning.

$3.49

Rice-A-Roni Beef Flavor

Rice and vermicelli with a savory beef broth seasoning garnished with carrots. Makes 3 cups. Try the Mexican Beef & Rice

recipe on the package for an easy main dish meal.

$3.99
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Food ---> Seafood

StarKist-Lemon Pepper Chunk Light Tuna

 

StarKist Tuna Creations Lemon Pepper: seasoned with zesty lemon and black pepper flavor.

 

90 Calories per Pouch

StarKist Flavor Fresh Pouch®

StarKist Tuna Creations Lemon Pepper Chunk Light Tuna 4.5 oz

 

 

$2.95

Starkist-Herbal & Garlic Chunk

Tuna Creations Herb & Garlic select cuts of premium tuna deliciously seasoned with herbs and spices. These zesty

garden flavors are guaranteed to bring any dish to life. The convenient single serve pouch is perfect for completing a

salad, topping crackers or eating right out of the pouch!

 

Omega 3s

16g protein

110 calories per pouch

Starkist-Herbal & Garlic Chunk, 2.6 oz

 

$1.89

BUMBLE BEE® Albacore in Water Pouch

Look, no cans! And no messy draining either! Now available in our new vacuum sealed pouch. Just tear it open and

pour out fresh tasting tuna. Nothing could be easier for sandwiches, salads or your favorite tuna recipes. Its perfect for

a quick snack!

 

BUMBLE BEE® Premium Albacore Tuna in Water Pouch 5.0 oz

 

$3.89
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Starkist - Lemon Pepper Chunk Tuna

Premium skinless, boneless, and 100% Wild Caught Pink Salmon packed in our no-drain, flavor fresh pouch, its easy

to take this natural source of Omega-3s anywhere and eat anytime. Enjoy on a salad, in a sandwich, on crackers, or

right from the pouch!

80 Calories in each Pouch 

Starkist Fresh Flavor

Fresh Taste

StarKist® Tuna Creations® Lemon Pepper Chunk Light Tuna 2.6 oz.

$1.89

Starkist- Albacore in Water

StarKist Solid White Albacore Tuna in Water uses only choice cuts of tuna to give you an outstanding taste

experience. Each can contains a solid fillet of delicious albacore tuna that is naturally lower in fat and cholesterol than

beef or chicken.

Starkist Fresh Flavor

80 Calories in each Pouch 

Kosher

StarKist® Albacore White Tuna in Water 2.6 oz

$2.69

Starkist - Chunk Tuna in Water

Water packed tuna is perfect for those who like a full tuna flavor without any additional flavors. With select cuts of

premium tuna hand packed in our Flavor Fresh Pouch®, you get that firm, flaky, fresh tasting tuna you can really tear

into.

Delicious Tuna with Mild Flavor and Firm Texture

Great on Salads and in Sandwiches

70 Calories in each Pouch 

Gluten Free

Kosher

StarKist Chunk Light Tuna in Water 2.6 oz

$1.89
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Starkist - Tuna Creations Tuna 4 pack Variety

StarKist Tuna Creations: Seasoned tuna to enjoy on a salad, in a sandwich, on crackers, or right from the pouch. 

1 Ranch 

1 Lemon Pepper

1 Sweet & Spicy

1 Hickory Smoked

StarKist® Tuna Creations® Tuna Variety Pack 4-2.6 oz. Pouches

$6.69

Starkist - Boneless Skinless Pink Salmon

Premium skinless, boneless, and 100% Wild Caught Pink Salmon packed in our no-drain, flavor fresh pouch, its easy

to take this natural source of Omega-3s anywhere and eat anytime. Enjoy on a salad, in a sandwich, on crackers, or

right from the pouch!

100% Wild Caught

70 Calories in each Pouch 

15 grams Protein

Fresh Taste

StarKist® Boneless Skinless Pink Salmon in Water 2.6 oz. Pouch

$1.89

Starkist Gourmet Selects Thai Style Tuna

Add a spark to your favorite meal with StarKist®&rsquo;s Gourmet Selects® Thai Style Tuna. Premium light meat tuna

and chili peppers packed in sunflower oil. With a little sweetness mixed with the zing of chili peppers, it adds just the

right amount of flavor!

Starkist® Gourmet Selects®Thai Style Tuna - 2.6 oz 

$1.99
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Starkist-Sweet & Spicy Chunk Light Tuna

Tuna Creations Sweet & Spicy select cuts of premium tuna seasoned with spicy peppers, sweet onions and a

delicious Asian style seasoning. Under 100 calories per single serve pouch. Its even perfect for eating right out of the

pouch!!

90 Calories per Pouch

StarKist Flavor Fresh Pouch®

StarKist® Sweet & Spicy Chunk Light Tuna 2.6 oz.

 

$1.89

BUMBLE BEE® Albacore in Water - Pouch

Look, no cans! And no messy draining either! Now available in our new vacuum sealed pouch. Just tear it open and pour

out fresh tasting tuna. Nothing could be easier for sandwiches, salads or your favorite tuna recipes. Its perfect for a quick

snack!

 

BUMBLE BEE® Premium Albacore Tuna in Water Pouch 2.5 oz

 

$2.29

BUMBLE BEE® Tuna in Water - Pouch

Look , no cans! And no messy draining either! Now available in our new vacuum sealed pouch. Just tear it open and

pour out fresh tasting tuna. Nothing could be easier for sandwiches, salads or your favorite tuna recipes.

 

BUMBLE BEE® Premium Light Tuna in Water Pouch, 2.5 oz

 

$1.50
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STARKIST® Seafood Pouch Pack

StarKist Tuna Enjoy on a salad, in a sandwich, on crackers, or right from the pouch.

StarKist®

80 Calories per Pouch

StarKist Flavor Fresh Pouch®

 

2 x Starkist Chunk Light in Water 2.6 oz

2 x Starkist Albacore White Tuna in Water 2.6 oz

2 x Starkist Tuna Creations Lemon Pepper 2.6 oz

3 x Starkist Boneless Skinless Pink Salmon in water 2.6 oz 

$15.99
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Food ---> Snacks

Doritos® Nacho Cheese Flavored Tortilla Chips

The DORITOS brand is all about boldness. If you're up to the challenge, grab a bag of DORITOS tortilla chips and get

ready to make some memories you won't soon forget. It's a bold experience in snacking and beyond.

 

Doritos® Nacho Cheese Flavored Tortilla Chips 6 Ct-1 oz. Bags (6 oz)

 

$3.29

Fritos® Original Corn Chips

Fritos Original Corn Chips have long been an American favorite. Nothing gets mouths watering as fast as the crispy

perfection of Fritos bite sized corn chips. Glueten Free, 160 calories per bag, Perfect size, always fresh.

Fritos® Original Corn Chips 6-1 oz. Bags (6 oz) 

$3.29

SC-34

Kellogg's® Strawberry Pop-Tarts®

KELLOGG'S® STRAWBERRY POP-TARTS®  are fruit filled toaster pastries.

To date, there are 29 different kinds of Pop-Tarts® &mdash; including 4 Pop-Tarts® Pastry Swirls® and 3 Pop-Tarts®

Snack Stix® &mdash; and the food scientists of Kellogg&rsquo;s are always thinking up new stuff for you to try. 

Kellogg's® Strawberry Pop Tarts 3.67 oz

 

$3.99

Combos® Buffalo Blue Cheese Pretzel

Stop your hunger anytime, anywhere with Combos® snacks, crunchy oven baked pretzel and cracker shells with real

cheese-flavored fillings. It's the perfect combination of two real foods in one great tasting and convenient snack.

 

Combos® Buffalo Blue Cheese Pretzel 1.8 oz

$1.00

SC-34

Kellogg's® S'mores Pop-Tarts®

Kellogg's® S'mores Pop-Tarts® are fruit filled toaster pastries.

 

To date, there are 29 different kinds of Pop-Tarts® &mdash; including 4 Pop-Tarts® Pastry Swirls® and 3 Pop-Tarts®

Snack Stix® &mdash; and the food scientists of Kellogg&rsquo;s are always thinking up new stuff for you to try. 

 

Kellogg's S'mores Pop Tarts 3.67 oz

 

$3.99
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SC-34

KELLOGGS® Blueberry Pop-Tarts®

KELLOGG'S® POP-TARTS® Frosted Blueberry Toaster Pastries.

All kinds of yummy blueberry flavor is hidden like buried treasure inside the golden crust of these perfectly frosted and

sprinkled toaster pastries.

Baked with real fruit!

Good source of vitamins and minerals.

No refrigeration needed.

KELLOGG'S® POP-TARTS® Frosted Blueberry 8ct - 3.67 oz

$3.99

Nabisco® Fig Newtons

The world famous fig cookie. Fig Newtons is one of Nabisco's top selling cookies. Soft, gooey, and delicious 

Fig Newtons Cookies 6.0 oz

$2.50

SC-27

Nabisco® Chips Ahoy

Chips Ahoy! is the number one selling chocolate chip cookie in the US.

Nabisco Chips Ahoy Cookies 6.0 oz

 

$2.50

sc-14

Caramel Crunch ’n Munch®

What is it about Crunch ’n Munch® that makes it the #1 selling sweet, ready-to-eat popcorn treat? Caramel Crunch ’n

Munch® is the pinnacle of light, fluffy popcorn, crunchy roasted peanuts, and a  rich caramel glaze.

 

Wt. 4.0 oz

$1.89
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SC-37

Buttery Toffee Crunch 'n Munch®

Crunch ’n Munch® Buttery Toffee. Made with loads of crunchy popcorn and roasted peanuts, all covered in that rich,

buttery toffee glaze.

$1.99

SC-23

Combos® Pizzeria Pretzel

Stop your hunger anytime, anywhere with Combos® snacks, crunchy oven baked pretzel and cracker shells with real

cheese-flavored fillings. It's the perfect combination of two real foods in one great tasting and convenient snack.

 

Combos® Pizzeria Pretzel 1.8 oz

$1.00

SC-37

Crunch 'n Munch® Caramel with Peanuts

Crunch ’n Munch® Caramel with Peanuts. Made with loads of crunchy popcorn and roasted peanuts, all covered in

rich, caramel.

Crunch ’n Munch® Caramel with Peanuts 3.5 oz

OverviewCrunch 'n Munch has kept mouths crunchin' and munchin' for four decades. Kids love it because it's a sweet

treat—parents love it because it has less sugar than other sweet snacks and is packed with popcorn's whole-grain

goodness. Look for Crunch 'n Munch in original Buttery Toffee, Caramel, and Peanuts & Caramel varieties.

$1.50

SC-21

Little Debbie Fudge Rounds®

Little Debbie Fudge Rounds®

A light fudge creme between two rich, dark chocolate cookies and a wave of fudge icing over the top. 12  pack

$4.99

SC-22

Little Debbie Nutty Bars® Wafer Bars Singles

Classic crunchy wafer bars, full of the great taste of peanut butter enrobed in fudge. One of Little Debbie's first multipack

creations; twin-wrapped. 4 pack

$1.49
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SC-27

Nabisco Oreo Cookies

We all know there's no substitute for the crispy, chocolatey crunch of an Oreo Cookie. OREO is a sandwich cookie -

two round dark chocolate cookies with a creamy filling. OREO is also the number one selling cookie in the world.   

Oreo Cookies 5.20 oz

$2.50
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Food ---> Soups

Nissin Chow Mein Premium - Spicy Teriyaki Beef

Nissin Premium Spicy Teriyaki Beef Flavor Chow Mein Noodles Ready in Minutes. 

Savory sauce and restaurant-quality noodles

Sweet and spicy

Microwaveable in 5 minutes

Nissin® Premium Spicy Teriyaki Beef Flavor Chow Mein Noodles 4 oz. Tray

$1.50

Nissin Chow Mein Premium - Teriyaki Chicken

Nissin Premium Teriyaki Chicken Flavor Chow Mein Noodles Ready in Minutes. 

Savory sauce and restaurant-quality noodles

Authentic Teriyaki Flavor

Microwaveable in 5 minutes

Nissin® Premium Teriyaki Chicken Flavor Chow Mein Noodles 4 oz. Tray

$1.50
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Food ---> Vegetables

Libby's Diced Carrots

Vegetables in single-serve cups--an idea whose time has comeNow get your tasty, healthy veggies on the go, in lunch

boxes, for picnics--anywhere.

Microwavable

Grown and packed in the USA

A low-sodium food

Saturated and trans fat free

Libby's® Diced Carrots  4-4 oz. Cups

$2.69

Libby's Sweet Peas (4 Ct) 4.0 oz

Vegetables in single-serve cups--an idea whose time has comeNow get your tasty, healthy veggies on the go, in lunch

boxes, for picnics--anywhere.

Microwavable

Grown and packed in the USA

A low-sodium food

Saturated and trans fat free

Libby's Sweet Peas 4 oz Cup - 4 Ct, 16 oz

$2.69

Libby's Whole Kernel Sweet Corn

Vegetables in single-serve cups--an idea whose time has comeNow get your tasty, healthy veggies on the go, in lunch

boxes, for picnics--anywhere.

Microwavable

Grown and packed in the USA

A low-sodium food

Saturated and trans fat free

Libby's® Whole Kernel Sweet Corn Lightly Seasoned with Sea Salt 4-4 oz. Cups

$2.69
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Libby's Cut Green Beans

Vegetables in single-serve cups--an idea whose time has comeNow get your tasty, healthy veggies on the go, in lunch

boxes, for picnics--anywhere.

Microwavable

Grown and packed in the USA

A low-sodium food

Saturated and trans fat free

Libby's® Cut Green Beans Lightly Seasoned with Sea Salt 4-4 oz. Cups

$2.69

Rice-A-Roni Spanish Flavor

Just add canned or fresh tomatoes to our blend of Spanish style seasonings, rice and vermicelli to create this spicy version of

Spanish Rice. Serve with ground beef patties, steak, chicken or pork chops. Use mild salsa instead of canned tomatoes for a

special treat. Makes 3-1/2 cups.

$2.99
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Housewares
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Materials
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Music
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Publications
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Recreational
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 ---> Recreational

UNO Card Game

UNO is the classic and beloved card game that's easy to pick up and impossible to put down! Players take turns

matching a card in their hand with the current card shown on top of the deck either by color or number. Includes 108

cards and instructions.

UNO Card Game.

$7.49

Checkers Set,  24 Pieces

Enjoy hours of classic board game fun with this Checkers Set. It includes a 15" x 15" folding board and 24 red and

black checkers, which are the standard for the traditional version of the game. 

Checkers Set:

15" x 15" folding board

Checkers board game with 24 checkers

Checkers Set 24 pieces

$7.99

Bicycle-Playing Card Deck

For the card players who seek the highest quality and standard of playing cards. The Bicycle brand stands for

excellence and leadership in gaming for over 120 years.

High Quality Cards

Bicycle-Standard Playing Cards

$3.29

Kappa® Puzzle Book

America's #1 Puzzle Books

 

$4.98
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RC-03

Double Six Dominoes

Classic Dominoes fun! These Double Six Dominoes are a good way to have fun at game nights or parties. Set up

smaller games with these double six dominoes. This dominoes game set includes 28 dominoes made of solid

hardwood. It's ideal for games that involve two to four players.

 

Double Six Dominoes:

28 solid, hardwood dominoes

For 2 to 4 players

$9.99

Chess Set

Chess Set. The power and the feel of championship play

Teach new skills or sharpen your game play with this Chess Game Set. It can make a fun addition to your game

collection. This complete chess set has 32 plastic pieces in black and white. The board folds open for quick setting up.

Enjoy hours of quality family interaction and fun with this classic game of strategy.

Chess Set:

15" x 15" folding board

Chess board game set has 32 plastic chess pieces

$9.99

25841/RC-02

Handball

High Bounce Handball

$1.49
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Rikers Island
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Stationery  Supplies
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 ---> Stationery  Supplies

Dixon-Ticonderoga Yellow #2 Pencil

Dixon Ticonderoga Woodcase Pencils are high-quality pencils that won't break in sharpeners. These pencils produce

distinct, smooth marks. Dixon Ticonderoga Woodcase Pencils are crafted from reforested wood.

Dixon Ticonderoga Woodcase Pencils:

Crafted from reforested, quality wood

Non-toxic

Dixon Ticonderoga Yellow Woodcase Pencil, 12 count

$4.49

Paper Mate Yellow #2 Pencil

Paper Mate Mirado Classic Woodcase Pencils have a premium barrel for superior strength. Each yellow pencil has an

incredibly smooth lead core that sharpens to a fine, exact point for accurate writing. These #2 Paper Mate pencils also

feature a soft, non-smudge premium eraser.

Dixon Ticonderoga Woodcase Pencils:

Paper Mate pencil has a long, straight wood grain

Easily sharpens to a fine, exact point

Paper Mate Yellow # 2 Pencil, 12 count

$2.79

Webster's Dictionary

Webster's Dictionary

From learning a new language to expanding your knowledge of the English language. Webster's Dictionary has

something for just about everyone.

$4.49
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ST-01

Crayola Crayons 24 pack

The classic kids' art tool with the colors that several generations have grown up with. Robust, true-hue assortment

gives you your choice of vibrant primary, secondary and intermediate colors; and each crayon's wrapper is doubled to

ensure that the labeling stays where it belongs while providing the crayon, itself, with extra strength and snap

resistance. 

Classic box of Crayons for all ages.

True hues and intense brightness in primary and secondary colors

Durable art tools are double wrapped for extra strength

Non-washable

Crayola Classic Color Pack Crayons, 24-Colors

$2.89

ST-06

Bic® Round Cristal™ Pens

Bic® Round Cristal&trade; Pens

A World-Renowned Classic 

 

BIC's classic ballpoint pen is a favorite in millions of homes, offices and schools around the world.The pen has a clear barrel so

you can see the ink supply and a roll-proof, hexagon-shaped barrel provides comfortable controlled writing.Cap color matches ink

color.

10 Pack 

Ventilated cap

Brass medium point, with tungsten carbide ball

Available in Blue and Black Ink

$3.29

Crayola Crayons 8 pack

Crayola crayons blend easily, do not smudge: and will not bend from the heat of the user's hand. Over the years, continuing

research has kept the rich color quality at its high level.The ideal crayon for art and craft work on paper, cardboard, wood, or

fabrics. In a tuck box. 4" x 7/16".

$2.69
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ST-02

Crayola Markers 10 count

10 classic colors that feature bright shades to add more beauty to any piece of art. 

Great for coloring, drawing and arts and crafts projects

10 classic colors with vibrant shades

Crayola broad line markers are long-lasting art tools

Non-washable

Art tools with great color variety

Crayola Classic Broad Line Markers, 10-Count

$3.69

ST-02

Crayola® Colored Pencils 12ct

Crayola® Colored Pencils

Crayola® Colored Pencils come pre-sharpened and ready for all of your coloring needs. This item is a school supply

standard. These pencils are great for detailed coloring. The selection consists of 12 vivid colors: red, red-orange,

orange, yellow, yellow-green, green, sky blue, blue, violet, light brown, brown and black. Each pencil measures 7" long

sharpened and is made from strong reforested wood.

12 Ct.

$2.99

Mead White Legal Pad, 50 Sheets

Fine Mead Legal Stationery Legal ruled for important documents. White paper with a light cockle finish. Watermarked

and date coded for extra security. Acid free for archival quality

Mead Legal Pad 8-1/2 In. X 11-3/4 In. RULED LEGAL PAD 8-1/2" x 11-3/4" 50 Sheets White Individually.

$4.49
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ST-05

Mead Writing Tablet, 100 Sheets

You start with a clean slate when you open this plain writing tablet. It is perfect for brainstorming, writing, drawing,

taking notes and much more. Writing tablet contains 100 sheets. Pad is topbound and offers a paper cover to protect

your notes.

Writing Tablet 6" x 9" 100 Sheets/Pad, Ruled: White

 

 

$3.69

ST-04

Mead Yellow Legal Pad, 70 Sheets

The best choice for important documents where look, feel and longevity are required. Yellow paper with a tech finish.

Watermarked and date coded for extra security. Acid free for archival quality.

Mead Yellow Legal Pad 8.5 x 11, 70 sheets

$5.49
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ST-09

Mead® Composition Notebook

Mead® Marble Composition Notebook 100 Pages (Wide Rule) 9-3/4X7-1/2

 

 

Page size: 7 1/2" x 9 1/2"

Wide-ruled composition book with 100 sheets

Secure sewn binding

Durable cover

Quick reference multiplication tables, conversion table and grammar tips

White paper

Ideal for note taking, journal writing and more

Classic appearance

 

$3.49

ST-03

Mead® Filler Paper, 200 Sheets

White Paper. 200 sheets 10-1/2X8, Wide Ruled3 Hole Punched

$3.49

ST-07

Pink Eraser

Soft, pliable eraser that provides smudge-free erasures every time. Beveled edge.

$1.49

Roget's Thesaurus

Roget's Thesaurus

   From learning a new language to expanding your knowledge of the English language Kappa resource books have something

for just about everyone.

$9.00
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ST-08

Scotch Magic Tape

Scotch® Magic&trade; Tape is the original matte finish, invisible tape. It's the preferred tape for offices, home offices,

and schools. Write on it with pen, pencil or marker.

 

Scotch Magic Tape, 3/4" X 300", Clear

 

$2.29

ES-PK1

UpNorth Services STATIONERY Package

UpNorth Services offers a pre-selected variety of various STATIONERY SUPPLIES from your favorite brand makers. The

STATIONERY SUPPLIES Package consists ONE of the following:

(1)Mead® Composition Notebook: 100 pages 11.2 oz

(1)Mead® Filler Paper: 200 Sheets 24.0 oz

(1)Pink Eraser 1.0 oz

(1)Scotch® Magic Tape 4.3 oz

(1)Crayola&trade; Markers: 10 pack 4.4 oz

(1)Mead® Writing Tablet 7.3 oz

(1)Crayola&trade; Crayons: 24 Pack 4.6 oz

$19.99

Webster's® Spanish-English Dictionary

Webster's® Spanish to English - English to Spanish Dictionary

From learning a new language to expanding your knowledge of the English language.

$4.99
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Tobacco
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Utensils
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2017

 ---> Utensils

Sterilite Ultra Rectangle Container

Sterilite Ultra 36 Oz. Rectangle Container

Holds 4.5 cups

Keeps food fresh 

Durable

Microwave safe

$10.49

Ziploc Pinch and Seal Snack Bags

Protect your food with Ziploc brand Freezer Bags. Each bag locks out freezer burn while keeping food fresh and full of

taste. 

Pinch & Seal Zipper

Snack Bag

90 Snack Count (6 1/2INx3 1/4)(16.5CMx8.2CM)

Ziploc Pinch and Seal Snack Bags, 90 Ct

$4.49
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Ziploc Pinch and Seal Sandwich Bags

Protect your food with Ziploc brand Freezer Bags. Each bag locks out freezer burn while keeping food fresh and full of

taste. 

90 bags per box

Disposable for fast, easy clean-up

Easy Open Secure seal locks in freshness

Great for grab-and-go snacking!

90 Sandwich bag Count (6 1/2INx5 7/8)(16.5CMx14.9)

 

Ziploc Pinch and Seal Sandwich Bags, 90 Ct

 

$4.49

Ziploc Pinch & Seal Zipper

Protect your food with Ziploc brand Freezer Bags. Each bag locks out freezer burn while keeping food fresh and full of

taste. 

Pinch & Seal Zipper

Food Storage Bag, Sandwich/Snack

40 Snack Count (6 1/2INx3 1/4)(16.5CMx8.2CM)

90 Sandwich Count (6 1/2INx5 7/8)(16.5CMx14.9)

 

Ziploc Pinch & Seal Zipper Sandwich Snack Bags Duo Pack, 130 Ct

 

$6.79

Ziploc Pinch and Seal Freezer Storage Bags, Gallon

Protect your food with Ziploc brand Freezer Bags. Each bag locks out freezer burn while keeping food fresh and full of

taste. 

10 9/16INx10 3/4 (26.8x27.3CM)

Ziploc Pinch and Seal Freezer Storage Bags, Gallon, 14 Ct

 

 

$4.47
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Ziploc® Snap 'n Seal

 Ziploc® Containers with Snap 'n Seal Lids

Ziploc ® Containers make it even easier to handle and store food, gifts, and household odds and ends. With one

simple press, the Snap 'n Seal Lids tell you the container is securely closed. You can actually feel and hear it sealing!

Ziploc ® Containers also come with many extra features to make storing a little easier.

 

Snap 'n Seal lids provide extra-tight seal. 

Extra rim and indented bottom for easier handling. 

Added texture for easy gripping. 

Marks for measuring and pouring. 

Perfect for storing leftovers, organizing stuff, and giving away as gift containers. 

Dishwasher safe. 

    Great for freezing: helps to protect food from bitter freezer conditions and to keep it ready for quick reheating.  

100% chlorine- and dioxin-free. Ziploc ® Containers do not contain chlorine, and therefore, no matter how high a

temperature they may be exposed to, could never contribute to the formation of dioxins in the microwave. 

Meets U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) safety regulations concerning materials that come into contact with

food during microwaving.

$4.99

Dritz® Pre-Threaded Needles

Dritz® Pre-Threaded Needles

Great for quick repairs! Includes 10 pre-threaded needles in assorted colors of thread.

$4.49
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Inmate Services
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